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BC Announces Sanctions O'Brien Selected
Against Campus Gamblers as Football Coach
Eight Student Bookmakers Suspended
By Lori A. Lefevre and
Matthew J. Scamardella
HEIGHTS EDITORS

On Friday, January 10, Boston College announced the suspension of eight seniors for one
year for their involvement in illegal bookmaking activities.
"All eight students have
admitted to being bookmakers,"

\u25a0 BC announces plans for
gambling policy, p. 3
Doug Whiting, director of public affairs, said.
None of the eight students
will be allowed to return to BC
to complete coursework toward
their degrees. With permission
by their academic dean, they will
be allowed to complete
coursework at other colleges.
After May 1998, they may have
their credits transferred toward
their Boston College degrees. A
condition of the suspension is
that the eight students will be
prohibited from registering for
classes at Boston College at any
time in the future.
In addition, the University
announced the sanctions they
will take against the 13 players
suspended from the football team
in mid-November, for their involvement in illegal betting activities.
All 13 students, who were
declared ineligible for the final

three games of the 1996 footbal I
season, will receive disciplinary
sanctions through the Office of
the Dean for Student Development (ODSD).
The University has decided
petition the National Collegiate Athletic Association

to

(NCAA) forimmediate reinstatement of the eligibility status of

seven players, while not seeking
reinstatement for the other six
players.
According to Whiting, the
NCAA will review BC's request
to reinstate the seven football
players over the next few months.
The NCAA could agree or could
bar the players from additional
games.
"This is based on a review
of the nature and extent of their
gambling activities and/or prior
disciplinary histories," Whiting
said.
Three of the six student-athletes have been suspended from
BC. Two received one-year suspensions and one received a semester suspension. The University has revoked the scholarships
of all three players.
Furthermore, Whiting said
the University has the names of
approximately 20 additional students who have allegedly been
involved in illegal betting activity.
According to Whiting, each
of those students will receive
letters from Robert Sherwood,
dean for student development.

They will look at each student's
involvement on a case-by-case

basis.
The University's actions are
based on information in a report
it received from the Middlesex
County District Attorney's office, specifically District Attorney Thomas Reilly. Reilly was
invited by BC last November to
investigate rumors of illegal
gambling activity by athletes.
The Boston Globe reported
Friday that of the 20 students
identified by Reilly in the DA's
a
report, four are athletes
golfer, a member of the track
team, a baseball player and a
hockey team member who graduated in December. Whiting told
the Globe that none of the four
will participate pending further
review.
"We will be notifying the
NCAA," Whiting told the Globe.
"We're confident we're putting a stop to it," Whiting said.
"We're very confident that the
District Attorney's investigation
was very thorough. The
University's own investigation
was very thorough."
Kevin P. Duffy, vice president for student affairs served as
chair of the on-campus Internal
Review Committee, which was
created in response to rumors of
gambling by football players,
according to Whiting.
"The job of the group was to
?

See GAMBLING, p. 5

By Peter B. Gerken
HEIGHTS EDITOR

On December 14, former
University of Virginia offensive
coordinator Tom O'Brien was
named the new head football
coach at Boston College, replacing Dan Henning, who resigned
on November 25.
Boston College had originally recruited two other
coaches, but they pursued other
options. Steve Logan, the head
coach of East Carolina, signed
an extension to keep his position, and Charlie Weatherbie, the
head coach at the Naval Academy, was not interested in the
head coaching job here at Boston College.

dates, which included Sonny
Lubick, head coach of Colorado
State, Randy Edsall, assistant
secondary coach of the Jacksonville laguars, Kevin Gillbridge,
offensive coordinator of the
Jacksonville Jaguars, and Bucky
Godbolt, head coach of Washington State.
O'Brien worked as an assistant coach at his alma mater.
the Naval Academy, for eight
years (1975-1982). There, he
worked under head coach George
Welsh. After the 1982 season,
both coaches assumed jobs at
the University of Virginia, with
Welsh as head coach, and
O'Brien as the guards and centers coach. In 1988, O'Brien became the offensive line coach

O'Brien was chosen from
an applicant pool of 65 candi-

See O'BRIEN, p. 22
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Crosby Road Fire Forces Students' Relocation
By Cassandra Martin
HEIGHTS ASST.

NEWS EDITOR

On December 19 at 7:18

p.m., the Newton fire department
responded to multiple 911 calls

from the residents of 28 and 30
Crosby Road regarding a two
alarm fire.
According to the incident
report, five fire trucks, two aerial
25
apparatus units, and

firefighters were called in to extinguish the fire.
The occupants of the house,
Boston College juniors living
off-campus, were not home when
the fire occurred.

"The girls had been out
Christmas shopping and when
they got home they opened the
door to find their common room
ablaze," Patricia Boteler, mother
of Crosby resident Jamie Boteler,
SOE '98, said.
In the course of extinguishing the fire, two firefighters reportedly suffered minor injuries,
according to the incident report.
No other personnel were injured.
According to the incident
report, the fire did not spread
beyond the house.
However, the fire and smoke
destroyed all first floor bed-
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A Crosby Road student apartment was destroyed by an electrical fire on December 19.

rooms, as well as the bathrooms,
kitchen area and living room.
In comparison with the first
floor, the second floor suffered

minimal damages, affecting only
the kitchen and living room. The
fire did not spread beyond the
structure of origin.
Most of the damage was attributed to smoke and soot rather
than actual fire damage. The
house was neither equipped with
smoke detectors nor with sprinklers.
Early reports suggest the fire
See CROSBY, p. 7
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OWNER AND RENTAL AGENT HOUSING FAIR
????

18-?g?|

ATTEND

EVENING WORKSHOP
Tuesday, January 21
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m
Walsh Function Room, Ist Floor
1'
?"I
jREFRESHMENTS

SERVED

-Learn about services offered through Off-Campus Housing,
Office of the Dean for Student Development, etc.
-Learn about the Rental Housing Market
-How, When, and Where to look for housing
-Costs, Living With Others, and Budgeting
-Know your legal rights. Ask questions to Bovarnick, Cohn,
Stasiukevicius,& Dussi, P.C. who will be presenting important

information.
-Using a Rental Agent

f

H

S?

HOUSING FAIRS
Wednesday, January 22 and
Thursday, January 23
12:00 NOON to 5:00 p.m.
Walsh Function Room, Ist Floor
REFRESjHMENTS

SER VED

-Forty different Owners/Agents Available
-Hundreds of September Apartments Available
-Agents and Owners will drive students to look at prospective
September Apartments or make Appointments
-Meet Furniture Rental Agents who offer 50% discounts
-Sign-up and meet with Prospective Roommates
-Check-out Fall 1996 Apartment Surveys Completed by
present Juniors living off-campus
-1/2 MONTH FINDER'S FEE, by all Rental Agents
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BC Plans New University Gambling Policy
By Lori Lefevre
HEIGHTS

NEWS

EDITOR

In December, Boston College proposed the creation of a
University policy on gambling.
The suggestion for this
policy came as a result of the
November football scandal,
where 13 football players were
suspended for betting.
According to Doug Whiting, director of public affairs,
the University hopes to have the
policy, which was originally
slated to be released this month,
finalizedby the beginning of the
next school year.
Whiting said the policy
"needs considerably more input
and study from all levels of the
University."
"Right now we're in the process of trying to find what is

legal and what's illegal," Kevin
Duffy, vice president for student
affairs and chair of the Internal
Review Committee, said.
According
to Duffy, BC
has contacted
35 similar colleges to find out
what gambling
policies they
have in their
student guides.
He said none of
them had a detailed policy.
"Most
people have the
same thing that
we do, which in
their student
guide is some
phrase like 'all

students in our college are required to abide by all state and
local laws,'" Duffy said.
Currently,
BC does not address gambling
in its student
handbooks. The
only students
who are given
materials
on
gambling are
athletes who
must comply
with the NCAA
regulations.
"The policy
we are looking at
drafting is not
sports specific,
it's University
life," Duffy said.
According to
the
Boston

"Right now
we're in the

of
trying to find
process

what is legal
and what's
illegal."

?Kevin Duffy,
Vice President for
Student Affairs

Globe, Duffy said despite the
fact that the policy is not finalized, BC will ban all gambling
which is considered illegal in
Massachusetts,
including

"pools."
"We had to go and find what
at Boston
College," Duffy said.
Whiting said the decisions
being made during this first wave
of sanctions that BC is releasing
will set a precedent on campus.
"Clearly through the decisions that are being made here
we want to convey that these
actions are unacceptable," Whiting said.
According to University
President William Leahy, SJ, "Iland particularly
legal betting
is unacceptable
bookmaking

is illegal gambling

?

?

positive response from other
schools to their plans.
"We're starting to get calls
from schools around the country
saying, 'when you get your
policy would you share it with
us,'" Whiting said.
However, BC plans to release information on illegal gam-

bling immediately.
"We need to start the education now," Whiting said. "To
make students aware not only of
the illegality of gambling, but
the dangers too, especially the
bookmaking part of it."
They began this process of
education on Saturday with an
RA training program.
"[The gambling situation]
took many of us by surprise, so
we made a decision fairly early

on our campus."

Whiting said BC received a

See POLICY,

p. 12

Voice Mail Upgraded to Correct Problems
By Michael Prospero
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Students who tried to access their voice mail January 2

and 3 discovered the system had
been shut down to correct problems users experienced this past
semester.

During the day and a half
that the system was down, several changes were made. A third
computer was added to the system to cope with the 25 percent
increase in student traffic since
last year. According to Jeanne
Spellman, the manager of the
voice mail system, only a ten
percent increase was anticipated,
and the previous system was
overwhelmed by the dramatic increase in usage.
"We now realize that this is
a bigger part of student life than

782 6035
.

we originally thought," Spellman

to dhl 656-4006 in order to lis-

said.

ten to their messages. Students
in the 655 exchange were not

The largest problem that
occurred, according to Spellman,
was that the physical hard drive
space ran out in September, causing theentire system to fail regularly.
"It [the system] was crashing every weekend." Spellman
said.
By adding a third computer
to the system, not only was the
storage capacity increased, but
the available trunk lines were
also increased twofold, to 144.
As a result of the relative
stability of the new system, voice
mail features that erratically
worked last semester should be
available on a regular basis.
Because of the addition of
the new computer, students in
the 656 exchange will now have

Dorr£

quor

from the
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Additions to the previous

system

should

prevent

lost messages.

SAVES

jfsHappenin'...

There's Always A Special

Mart

Brighton Center

Voices

affected, and still must dial 655-4006 to listen to their messages.
The system upgrade also
corrects the problem ofmessages
being deleted irregularly from
mailboxes, which led to overtaxed hard drives. Although the
system was designed to delete
messages 24 hours after they had
been heard, glitches resulted in
some students' messages not
being deleted.
"Some people were having
their messages deleted every
night, and some weren't deleted
at all," Spellman said.
According to Spellman, the
expansion of the system went
relatively smoothly, returning to
full service at 11:30 a.m. on January 3.

Dustbowl

by Risha G. Hess

Matt O'Keefe,

Mike Wysocki,
A&S '99

A&S 99
%

Martha Bunker,
SOE '00

"To get in shape."

"To be more
healthy."

The views expressed in Voices from
______________________________________________________________________________^
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Michael Terrara,

Sam Shiroff,

A&S '98

A&S'98

\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0

V

"To be more
patient."

-

\u25a0

\u25a0v.,.v. --v.-

\u25a0

What was your New
Year's Resolution?

the

"I don't celebrate
New Year's."

"To stop eating dog

biscuits."

Dustbowl do not necessarily represent those of The Heights, Inc., or its staff,
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Admission Status of DePina Reconsidered
By Matthew J. Scamardella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

On December 16, President
William Leahy. SJ, and Academic Vice President and Dean
of Faculties William Neenan met
with South Boston High School
basketball star Jonathan DePina
to determine whether the University should reconsider its decision to reject DePina's application to Boston College.
In November, only days after the National Letter of Intent
signing period began for high
school athletes, the Admissions
office rejected DePina, one of
head men's oasketball coach Jim
O'Brien's top recruits.
Neenan discussed the purpose of the meeting: "Father
Leahy wanted to fi nd out whether

John thought he had been admitted and whether there was any
moral obligatibn on the
University's part ."
According to a recent article in the Boston Globe, the
decision to reconsider DePina's
circumstances came after the
hour-long meeting requested by
the University. The meeting involved DePina, his fatherCarlos,
Leahy and Neenan.
According to the Globe, after the meeting, Neenan asked
the DePina family to provide his
first quarter grades from South
Boston High School.
"They told me to bring everything from school," DePina's
father told the Globe. "I brought
the stuff the next day."
TheGlobe reported DePina
and fellow basketball prospect

Elton Tyler, a West Roxbury senior, announced in September
they would attend BC together.
Both Tyler and DePina gave verbal agreements to O'Brien early
last semester.
Tyler, however, has since
ruled BC out.
"Regardless of what they
[the University] say, Elton won't
be going to Boston College,"
Tyler's mother said in a lateDecember article in the Globe.
Leahy asked Tyler to join
DePina for the December 16
meeting, but Tyler's family declined. The family still plans to
speak to Leahy, possibly as soon
as next week.
Tyler and DePina comprised
one half of O'Brien's recruiting
class. Two others who committed early were Mike Bradley, a

6-10" forward from Worcester
Burncoat High School who verbally committed to O'Brien at
age '.5, and 7-0" center Adam
AUenspach of Parkland, Florida,
who expressed his desire to attend BC early last summer.
According to the November
27 edition of Eagle Action, Tyler
and DePina barely investigated
any other schools.
DePina's college list includes Pittsburgh, St. Joseph's,
Dayton, Clemson, Vanderbilt,
Kentucky and Miami. The three
players (DePina, Tyler and Bradley) received offers from Northeastern, Maryland, Rhode Island
and Miami to come as a group.
Numerous schools have contacted each student-athlete individually.
According to the Globe,

Tyler is awaiting his Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) results.
Tyler, who scored 790 on his
first test ? 30 below the 820
required NCAA qualifying score
for playing next year took the
test again in December.
A fourth player, Bishop
Fenwick junior Scan Connolly,
has verbally committed to BC,
but he is watching O'Brien's status and may not attend BC if
O'Brien leaves after the 1996-97 season. Other colleges are
still pursuing Connolly in the
hope he reconsiders.
However, Brian Keefe, a
Winchester High graduate who
?

transferred to BC from California-Irvine, told BC officials on
December 26 that he is transferring to UNLV. Keefe would have
been eligible to play next fall.

Smith Assumes Technology Director Position
By Kevin Fleck
HEIGHTS

ASSOC.

NEWS EDITOR

Boston College has named
Martin Smith, its new director of
Information Technology Resources.

Smith was previously a senior administrator of Information Systems at the University of

Massachusetts.
According to Associate Vice

President for Information Technology Bernard Gleason, Smith's
previous experiences qualifiy
him for the position.
"Martin has a solid background in higher education and a

proven track record in management and information technology," Gleason said in an interview with the BC Chronicle..
Smith's new position places
him in charge of the Information
Technology division. He is responsible for all campus computer centers and laboratoriesas
well as the management information systems.
"[Smith] will bring a real
cohesiveness to the department
and manage the day-to-day,
week-to-week interaction effectively," Gleason told the
Chronicle. "He is someone who
will fit right in."

"/

have always
had great

respect for

Boston
College."

?Martin Smith,

Director of
Information
Technology

The idea of overseeing BC's
Information Technology division is exciting to Smith.
"Boston College presents a
unique opportunity for someone
in the academic information
technology field and 1 am very
excited to be working here,"
Smith told theChronicle..
"With initiatives like Agora,
and the interest in emphasizing
the campus network, BC is
clearly at the forefront."
Smith is optimistic about
his new position at BC.
"I have always had great
respect for Boston College,"
Smith said. "I haveknown many
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COMM. AYE

232-1800

The Institute is open 7 days a week and offers over 60 classes per week; ideal .for busy college students.
Unlike many clubs, the institute teaches the complete system of Tae Kwon Do in ils traditional format
including hand blocks, foot blocks, kicks, punches, Ho Shin Sool (joint locks and grappling), Olympic
style sparring, forms, etc.
Join the school this season and discover Tae Kwon Do for fitness and self-defense. The knowledge you
gain will remain with you for the rest of your life.

CALL

QUINCY

773-2000
1453 Hancock St.
(In Quincy Center)
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Happy 21st Birthday to
Brent BelllWatch outI'll be coming your way
w/ a bottle of tequilla
on your big day!
Love, Anne Marie

Come to the
News Meeting
today at 5 p.m.
in McElroy 113.
New Semester
New Time
New Editors
Same Heights

102 Brookline Avenue

/fo init \tute ;, accepting new members now!

CAMBRIDGE

492-5070
2000 Mass. Aye.
Located I block from Porter
Square T-Stop

to

view it as an outstanding instituof
data processing and management
information systems, respectively.
While at UMass, Smith developed a new client-server system, a corporate data warehouse
for institutional reporting, as well
as directing a multi-campus telecommunications project.
He holds a bachelor's degree in quantitative methods
from UMass and a master's degree in business administration
from Western New England College.

TODAY!

(located3 blocks from KenmorerfJ
we're m the N)nex Yellow pag, s

people affiliated with BC and

Happy birthday,
Lynn! Don't tell Jyoti
I put your name in
(she'll get jealous).
Have fun and don't
make any calls after
12 a.m.!
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Twenty Additional Students to be Questioned
Continued from p. 1
review the information from the
District Attorney's office, instead
of conducting their own investigation," Whiting said.
The committee submitted
recommendations for sanctions
to ODSD for approval. According to Whiting, the recommendations were also approved by
University President William P.
Leahy, SJ, although this was not
a required step in the process.
This presidentially-appointed committee has been
meeting since November 7, and
has met 12 times since then.
The following administrators and faculty comprise the
committee": Duffy; Joseph F.
Quinn, economics professor and
chairperson of the Athletic Advisory Board; Sherwood; Robert Morse, chief of the Boston
College Police

Department;

ply a Boston College case. It is a
much bigger case and we're one
part of that case."
Duffy added the relationship between the DA's office and
BC has been very cooperative.
He said BC "has been totally
open."
The University's research
and investigation, in conjunction
with the DA's, have been extensive because of the far-reaching
consequences.
"We take this very seriously,"Duffy said. "Particularly,
because of the way it impacts the
lives of the individual students
and also the community."
Duffy spoke about the
University's approach to the situation.
"We have spent a great deal
of time discussing what types of
weight we should attach to individual bets versus the amount of
bets, the fre-

"There's not a
question here
whether or not
they're involved
in bookmaking."

Hass c 1 1
McClellan, associate
CSOM
dean and member of the Athletic Advisory
Board; Dennis J.
Yessalonia, SJ,
University legal
counsel; and Richard Jefferson,
Esq., director of
employee relations.
"We thought it important
given on the seriousness of the
matter
that any recommendations we make be made on the
best information available,"
Duffy said.

quency

of bet-

ting, the knowledge of the
people betting,
what they were
doing," Duffy
said.
"We've also
looked very
closely at the
impact of the
student bookmakers in all of
this: both on the community and
in terms of connecting to outside
bookmaking activities," he
added. "We decided that the most
serious offenses were those committed by the student bookmakers."
j"-: . According to Massachusetts
state law, bookmaking is a felony,
and the betting activity is usually considered a misdemeanor.
Reilly told the Globe that investigators were interested in betters only as a wayto lead them to
off-campus agents who allegedly
bankrolled the illegal gambling.
"After much discussion, we
felt that it was in the best interest
of Boston College that we remove the students from the Boston College community, and
thereby sever the ties with outside bookmaking," Duffy said.
Reilly informed the Globe

?Kevin Duffy

...

. | JDjffy, said; there tias been
continual communication between the committee and the
DA's office in the past few
months.
"The Boston College situation is part of a much larger investigation by the district
attorney's office," Duffy said.
"They're not just working with
us, they're developing a bigger
case. What they are doing is sharing with us the informationwhich
is particular to Boston College
so what we have to do is understand is that in the eyes of the
district attorney this is not sim-

that his office had completed its
investigation on the BC campus,
but is continuing to probe the
off-campus connections these
student bookmakers may have
had. Reilly said that it was too
early to tell whether the off-campus contacts of the student bookies had ties to organized crime.
According to the Globe,
Reilly declined comment on Friday about the extent of the betting, but said he would not be
prosecuting the students, leaving that to University administrators.

Whiting said, based on the
information from the district
attorney's office, the average bet
was in the $100 range, although
at least one was as high as $ 1,600.
Whiting said, however, it may
have been a group bet.
Duffy and Whiting said that
the average amount the bookmakers were handling was $5000
per week, although some did only
about $500 to $700 in business,
while at least one did about
$7,000.
Whiting referred to the punishments as a "balancing act."
"It is a constructive and

punitive approach," Whiting
said. "The key element is they
still have a chance of getting a
BC degree."
"We've been trying to strike

a balance between our role as
review persons in looking out
for the welfare of the overall
community, but also as educators looking at the individual
welfare of the students involved," Duffy said.
"There's not a question here
whether or not they're involved
in bookmaking," Duffy said.
"That's a given."
Referring to the bookmakers' involvement, Duffy "said,
"We're not talking about an iso-

degrees is they must demonstrate

lated incident. We're talking
about weekly activity."
According to Duffy, the
committee looked
at every student's
case individually
and tried to establish a standard criteria.
"We talked al
about
length
whether we should
let them back on
campus to finish
their
degree,"
Duffy said, "but
there were two
overriding issues.
One was their own

to us that they have sought

some

professional help," Duffy added.
According to
the
Duffy,
;omm i 11 cc
;onsidered the
safety of the
University as
an important
factor in deterthe
mining
punishments.
"We could
not in good
conscience allow them to
stay in this
community,"
Duffy said.
"What about the damage
they have done to all the students involved and the money
they have made? What about the
damage they have done to student-athletes? Did they cause
that? No. Did they force them?
No. But they provided the opportunity," Duffy said. "And to
add to it, they made money on
this."
"People have said why
aren't you really impatient with
the district attorney, what's taking so long? They had to look at
the entire picture," Duffy said.
"We hoped to have a decision before they [the students
who will be suspended] arrived
back from break," Whiting said,
adding, "all decisions are final."
According to UGBC Executive Vice-President Jim Dowden,
some people have expressedconcerns about the sanctions handed
down by the administration.
*;, *"A couple ofpeoplebelieve
they [the bookmakers] are scapegoats for a larger issue," Dowden
said.
Dowden said he and UGBC
President Mea Quinnplan to follow up on the issue this week.

"A couple of
people believe
they [the
bookmakers]

are scapegoats
for a larger

issue."

?Jim Dowden

individual safety
coming back to this campus, to
the environment where they en?

gaged in their bookmaking, and
the other was the safety of the
community that if these folks
from the outside, these bookmakers, would decide to come
back on campus seeking these
students out then it's not just the
individual students who are in
danger. That's really what the
final factors in making the decision that we would not let them
finish their degree at BC."
According to Duffy, BC
decide to address the situation as
educators, rather than straight
disciplinarians.
"We decided that's not education. We're in the business of
education, it's helping young
people grow, it's realizing that
they make mistakes, in this case
some very serious mistakes, but
it is also our concern wherever
possible to see if we can't help
them turn their lives around and
become productive citizens," he
said.
"One of the conditions in
the case of all the students who
were suspended for getting their
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punishments questioned
To the Editor:

mistakes. How are
and excel if we are
severely impeded with each mistake we make?
I am deeply saddened and
disappointed in this Jesuit institution that preaches Christian
ideals to its members, yet itself
implements sanctions without
compassion and an almost ruthless form of justicewhen pushed
to the test.
This is simply one person's
opinion among millions. I just
want members of this community, the student body, to question the punishments that have
been given.For many of the suspendedstudents, this is their first
offense, and too many members
of the BC community have
blindly
supported
the
University's decision without
contemplation.
further
Why are students expelled
from the very institution which
promised to educate and foster
their growth, without any effort
toward rehabilitation? Furthermore, why are students with second and third offenses receiving
the same to less punishments?
I will probably never get
the answers to these questions.
Regardless, I want others to ponder these questions so that we
can foster rehabilitation within
the educational arenas that we
have built and will continue to
build for years to come.
process make

we to grow
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Gambling Sanctions Supported
In light of the University's gambling sanctions announced Friday, many people have said
that since gambling is so prevalent in American society ?and on college campuses, in
particular?the few dozen students who face disciplinary action appear to be scapegoats for the
many other students who have engaged in gambling activity on the Boston College campus.
In suspending the eight students, all seniors, for their involvement in illegal bookmaking
activities, the University took a constructive and punitiveapproach that simultaneouslypunished
these students for their involvement in the November scandal, and also proposed alternatives that
give them the opportunity to pursue a BC degree in the future.
The administration cited safety concernsas the crucial factor in the decision to prohibit these
students from returning to campus. Kevin Duffy, vice president of student affairs, has discussed
two issues: the safety of the student bookmakers and the safety of the BC community as a whole,
in light of the Globe's reports that off-campus connections might be involved.
This indicates that the administration's decisions were not malicious in intent, but demonstrated concern for the overall welfare ot the BC community, including the students who were
punished.

While none of the eight students will be allowed to return to BC to complete coursework
toward their degree, they will, with permission by their academic dean, be allowed to complete
coursework at other colleges. After a year has elapsed, they may have their credits transferred
toward their Boston College degree.
This caveat is inextricably linked to the University's concern for safeguarding these
students' careers and providing the opportunity to obtain a BC degree after a designated period
of punishment. In the short term, the possibility for second chances is negligible when one
considers how much these students' involvement in the scandal has disgraced BC's image and
tarnished its athletic reputation.
In terms of the 13 Boston College football players identified as participating in illegal
gambling activity in November, the University has decided to petition the NCAA for an
immediate reinstatement of the eligibility status of seven players, who will receive disciplinary
sanctions through the Office of the Dean for Student Development.
We can deduce that, in terms of the other football players who will not receive reinstatement
of their eligibility status, the extent of their involvement in gamblingactivities was large enough
to warrant suspensions and scholarship revocation.
The scapegoat allegations are groundless when one considers the approximately 20 students
who have been identified as allegedly participating in illegalbetting. These students won't be
suspended because nothing has been proven, but they will be meeting with Robert Sherwood,
dean for student development, for possible disciplinary action.
Whenever punishments are delivered, in any institution or society, the scapegoat issue
surfaces, usually in inappropriate context that communicates displaced anger. For example, one
might argue that the eight students and the 13 athletes are scapegoats because there are inevitably
countless other bookmakers and bettors on this campus who go unpunished for their illegal
gambling.

These students are not scapegoats; rather, they are products of a system that enacts justice
on wrongdoers. Did they not pursue gambling activity that was in violation of Massachusetts
state law and BC policy? Did they not profit from their bookmaking and bettingpractices? Did
they not disgrace and tarnish the reputation of an upstandinguniversity known for its Jesuit ideals

of integrity and fairness?
Each of the aforementioned questions can be answered with a resounding yes.
The administration's research and investigation, in conjunction with district attorney
Thomas Reilly's, have been extensive because of their far-reaching application and impact. To
their credit, Duffy and his fellow IRC committee members have spent a great deal of time
discussing what types of weight they should attach to individual bets versus the amountsof bets,
the frequency of betting, the knowledge of the people betting, and what off-campus connections
people had.
The University's investigationhas been comprehensive and thorough, and the sanctions are
justifiable and appropriate given the variety of information provided in both the district
attorney's and the committee's reports during the past two months.
Whenever one person or a group of people do something illegal at BC, whether it is underage
drinking or gambling, the possibility of University punishment is likely only if the perpetrators
are caught or implicated in any way. It may seem unfair when a few students are singled out for
an activity in which many partake, but the eight seniors, the 13 football players, and the other 20
students were, to some extent, connected to illegal gambling activity at BC and were treated
appropriately.
Each BC student who engages in illegal activity runs the risk of getting caught, and the
argument that it is wrong to solely punish a select group while many others go unpunished for
other illegal activities is narrow-minded.
The Heights believes the University's sanctions are appropriate and justifiable.

The Heights is printed on
100% recycled paper.

The Heights extends a Happy
New Year to all of our readers. For advertising or subscription information,
please call 552-2220.

The Jesuit Tradition is dedicated to its religious heritage
through education. On October 17,
1996, University President William P. Leahy, SJ stated in his inaugural address, "We must be compassionate and faithful to one another and to all men and women,
as our brothers and sisters, as members of the one human family." It
appeared as thoughwe had elected
a new president dedicated to not
only upholding,but also fostering
this age-old ideal.
I seriously question this ideal
we are upholding when we coldly
dispose of members of our family
with no hope of second chances,
no forgiveness, and certainly no
care. I understand the severity of
the accused students' careers and
emotional well-being is not only
counterproductive, but malicious.
Weren't Jesuit institutions,
BC included, built on the notion
that forgiveness and education are
the tools for reform? Are we not
abandoning our Jesuit heritage and
BC mission when we seek retribution rather than compassion, forgiveness, and education?
I entered BC naively holding
it in high regard as a place fostering change, not only in our microcosm, but also in society at large.
As Cardinal John Henry Newman
wrote, "To live is to change, and to
be perfect is to have changed often." Thus, as Father Leahy examined, if we are "Ever to Excel," we
must change often
and in the
...

Kathleen O'Brien
CSOM '97

Ashamed alumnus
supports gambling
punishments
To the Editor:

not an excuse for the stupidity
that has so damaged BC's repu-

Events at BC have damaged tation nationally.
all of us. As I entered a barber
Those few who shamed BC
shop in Cincinnati in early Deshould be forced to quit, and
cember, a neighbor spotted my
start over at schools that tolerate
BC sweatshirt and called out, their greed more overtly. Ath"What are you?a bookie?" letes who broke well-known
Laughter followed with a sting rules are not worthy to graduate
that shamed me and our school. with their class; they are cerThat sweatshirt now is packed tainly not the peers of the young
away in the same drawer with the people I have seen as an alumni
letter sweater I won 27 years ago recruiter.
from BC football. Shame about
Moral lessons of this deBC athletes' corrupt disgracing of bacle may take years to sink in
keep
symBC will
both of those
for all of us; the few bettors, who
just don't understand moral obbols in mothballs.
The shame we feel affects ligations to rules of their chosen
those of us who recruit high school community, should sink away
senior applicants for BC. Perhaps from BC in a matter of weeks.
the misdeeds of athletes whom
BC has tolerated reflect the venality of their peer group at other
James T O'Reilly
schools?even if it does, that's
BC '69

Letters

to the Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on
disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.

To be consideredfor publication, letters
must be 500 words or less, and include
the author's name, school, year of
graduation, and phone number
(for verification purposes only).
Letters may also be submitted by e-mail
at scamarde@cleo.bc.edu

The Editor reserves the right to reject,
edit and condense all letters. The letter's
author, not The Heights, is responsible
for all statements.
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Fire Destroys Crosby Apartments BC Briefs
Continued from p. 1

was caused by a type of electrical failure involving asurge protector overheating.
"Supposedly, the cause of
the fire was a faulty power strip
which overheated and sparked
the fire in the common room. It
shot up the wall and enflamed
the living room and kitchen and
continued up the back staircase
to the second floor," Boteler said.
The firefighters noted the
walls were painted with an oilbased paint, a flammable substance which contributed to the
spread of the fire.
While the residents of the
house sustained no injuries, the
blaze left the students who resided there without any housing.
Dr. Robert Capalbo, director of university housing, and
Maureen Sheedy, assistant director of housing occupancy and
assignments, have been working
together, "in an effort to be supportive," to provide the Crosby
residents with on-campus housing while the house is being
repaired.

Boteler noted that the girls
opted not to accept the offer to
relocate on campus, moving to a
different apartment in Cleveland
Circle instead.
"However, the girls opted
to search for a place off-campus
to rent for the remainder of the
year rather than splitting up into
random singles," Boteler said.
"Their landlord is happy because he doesn't have any time
constraints on the house repairs.
He's been very helpful and considerate throughout thewhole ordeal. Quite honestly, we are all
just relieved that none of the
girls were in the house at the
time of the fire," Boteler added.
Damages to the house have
been estimated by the Office of
the State Fire Marshal to total
approximately $100,000.
Several of the Crosby residents have gone abroad for the
semester. The others could not
be reached for comment.
The Boston College Police
Department declined to comment, as the fire occurred offcampus, and thus out of their
jurisdiction.

"5-DIAL" Gains National
Honor
the
5-DIAL,
dents

system BC stu
use to activate their

phones, received the 1996
CAUSE Award for Best Practices in Applications. CAUSE,
the association for managing and
using information resources in
higher education, recognized "5DIAL" for its ability to allow
students to activate their own
telephones, allowing for faster,
more efficient service. In addition, CAUSE also recognized the
system for its ability to allow
students to retain their phone
numbers when they relocate. The
award was presented in December to members of the Information Technology division who
created "5-DIAL"
Management Information Systems Assistant
Director
David
McCorack, MIS Programmer
Analyst Elizabeth Dority, and
Systems Services programmers
Charles Diehl and John Leo
?

McCarthy.
HEIGHTS PHOTO

EDITOR/RISHA

G. HESS

The apartment structure sustained significant damage.

Upper Campus Staff Sponsors
BUDDY Program

The

Office of University
Housing
sponsored
B.U.D.D.Y. (Brighten Up the
Day of a Delightful Youth), on
December 7 in O'Connell House.
Upper Campus residents hosted
children from the Boston area.
They played games, watched
movies, and made crafts together; the children also took
pictures with Santa Claus and
received presents. The BC comedy group Hello Shovelhead!
also performed for the children.

THE FEW

Newton Campus RAs sponsor
HOOPS 101

John

Y. DeJesus and Anthony
J. Gabriele, resident assistants
on Newton Campus, hosted a
basketball clinic at the Quonset
Hut on Newton Campus for children from the Big Brothers Association of Roxbury, Christian
Soldiers Inc., and the Mattahunt
Community Center. The program, called "Hoops 101,"
served to teach the youths teamwork, commitment and dedication, as well as helping to develop positive values and selfesteem. Thirteen BC student volunteers and 25 children participated in events such as dribbling
relay races and free throw con-

ORIENTATION

tests.

BC Hosts Social Security Reform Seminar

LEADERS
Experience is looking for highly motivated and qualified
students who are interested in becoming
Orientation Leaders for the Summer of
1997. This is an opportunity for you to
learn, serve and grow by working with faculty, staff, incoming students and their
families as Boston College welcomes the
Class of 2001. And, incidentally, your summer will be a blast.

i-i The Office of First Year

'"'

On

To apply, attend one of the following infor- :
ntation sessions in O'Connell House:

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 7PM
n

.?.,.,,,__~«_

»______i«__«_-_Jj

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, SPM

IB MONDAY,
___

FEBRUARY 3, 7 PM
??,«,,,,..,,..,

?

?,,

The benefits include: J-Leadership training . TUESDAY FEBRUARY 4, 5 PM
*rA generous stipend for each training
session and for each orientation session i Sponsored by the Office of First Year
\u2756 Free housing for the entire summer.
| Experience, O'Connell House 109,
81

I

January 10, BC hosted
the National Academy of
Social Insurance for their 1997
Policy Education Seminar, a discussion concerning the issues
and reform of Social Security.
The purpose of the seminar was
to evaluate the public's knowledge of the current Social Security system, as well as explore
optionsfor reformation. BC Professors Joseph Quinn of the Economics Department, John
Williamson of Sociology, and
Associate Professor Eric
Kingson from the Graduate
School of Social Work were
among the featured speakers
during a portion of the seminar
entitled "Public Understanding
of Social Security and Options
for Reform." The three professors served on the NASI advisory board, with Quinn and
Kingson serving as co-editors
and contributors for the recent
book, Social Security in the 21st
Century. Other speakers included NASI Research Director
Virginia Reno and Boston Globe
editorial writer Tom Gagen.
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CityScape Old toys acquire new value as collector's items
By Karen Palmer
Heights Asst.

Business
Editor

Miami
Facts:

*Population (1990)-358,548
*The average daily temperature in January is 67 degrees'
F, while the average temperature in July is 82 degrees F.

*Miami haS 109 city-owned
parks

The port of Miami is the,
world's largest cruise port
*Miami and its incorporated
municipalities are known as
Florida's "Gold Coast"
Business and Economy:
Miami's principle source of
income is generatedby its tourist industry, which accounts
for 60% of its overall economy.
It,is one of the world's most
popular year-round resort
leaders, especially in Miami
Beach, which is connected to
the city of Miami by four
causeways. Along Miami

Beach there are over 350 hotels and resorts to accommodate the enormous amount of
tourists that flock to the area
to enjoy the sun and the sand.
Miami is also a significant city for international trade
and finance, holding the highest concentration of internationalbanks in the country. It
also has the highest concentration of Edge Act banks in
the country, making commerce
one of its principle economic
activities.
A third economic base is

that ofmanufacturing, as Miami has the most manufacturing establishments and highest total manufacturingincome
in the state of Florida. Some
products manufactured in Miami include biomedical products, clothing, electronic
equipment, transportation
equipment, furniture, and

ships.

The Miami area is also a
centerfor agriculture, as many
fruits and vegetables are grown
in the area.
Miami is the world's largest cruise port, and it is heavily
involved with shipping, both
-?

coastal and foreign. Because
of its shipping capabilities,
Miami is a major outlet for
trade and commercewith Latin
America.
Greater Miami, comprised of 27 municipalitiesof
which Miami is the largest,
has a strong economic base in
the areas of manufacturing,
computers, and engineering.
Greater Miami holds many
Fortune 500 companies, as
well as 170multinationalMiami-based companies. It is
currently the leader in the
United States in biomedical
technology, and is expanding
greatly in many areas of production and distribution.
History: Although the area
was long inhabited by Native

See CITYSCAPE, p. 10

By Karen Palmer
HEIGHTS ASST.

BUSINESS EDITOR

When we were kids, the
holiday seasonwas often remembered in terms of the toys we had
received.
This past holiday, the hottest toy on the market proved to
be a certain fuzzy red Sesame
Street character that giggles
when its stomach is tickled. Stories of shoving matches over the
toy and stolen Elmos flooded the
airwaves, as desperate parents
attempted to make their
children's holiday wishes come
true.

Doesn't this bring back
memories of the Cabbage Patch
Kids craze, which produced its
own share of fights between parents? Or how about the Star Wars
action figures, owned by every
kid in America old enough to
pronounce "Darth Vadar"? These
days, our old toys most likely
reside in our attics or our basements, stored in boxes and nearly
forgotten.
However, these items from
our childhood may prove to have
higher monetary value later'in

life, as many toys and trinkets
from previous generations have
shot up in price. They are often
bought by toy collectors and antique dealers eager to expand
their collections.
Old comic
books, pins, baseball cards, rings,
dolls, and other toys have even
been auctioned off to the highest
bidder.
Despite the feeling that our

ing to purchase old dolls in good
condition (usually still in the
box). The New York Times estimates that there are 100,000
Barbie collectors. Especially
valuable to these collectors are
special- or limited-edition
Barbies. The Times reports that
the 1988 Happy Holidays Barbie,
the first in that series, is currently worth $800.

Don 't be so hasty as to throw out your
old toys right away! You never know
what is going to be valuable
in later years.
old toys are only useful.in conjuring up memories, it may be a
wise choice to keep and preserve
them, as many toys in good condition are valuable to collectors.
Unfortunately, most col lectors prefer toys that are in tip-top
shape, which many of our toys
may not be in. However, they are
often willing to pay high prices
for those that are.
Take, for instance, the number of Barbie doll collectors will-

Other childhood items
likely to appreciate in value are
baseball cards. However, since
these cards are so readily available in large quantities, it is difficult to predict which ones will
command high prices in the future. A good bet is that limitededition cards or rookie cards of
well-known players will escalate the most in price.
Also valuable to collectors
are Happy Meal toys, including

mester? If I intern during the

about this is to pay a visit to the
Career Center, which has an Internship Office with extensive
resources for those seeking in-

the boxes they came in, due to
their limited availability. If you
have any of those lying around,
chances are they will be worth
more later. Kiplinger's Personal
Finance magazine reports that
at an annual convention of
McDonald's collectors, one case
used to promote the store's
Barbie figures was worth $200.
It is often difficult to determine which toys will appreciate
most in value, but those items
that show a famous celebrity or
character are most likely to escalate. For instance, an original
movie poster or a figure of a
television character are items that
will most likely escalate in price
due to their depiction of a marketable personality. It also tends
to be more profitable to focus on
toys that were popular between
the ages of ten and eighteen or
so, because they tend to be more
memorable than a toy played
with when we were two years
old, according to Kiplinger 's.
The moral of this story is:
Don't be so hasty as to throw out
your old toys right away!! You
never know what is going to be
valuable in later years, so hang
on to them!!

Internships offer students valuable experience
By Tricia Campbell
HEIGHTS BUSINESS EDITOR

Just about every college student has, at one time or another,
experienced some worry about
what will become of them after
graduation.
Will they be able to find
their dream job, or, for that matter, any job at all? If they are
lucky enough to be hired, will
they have the skills to become
successful?
Luckily, there is a way to
ensure college students will gain
the experienceand the skills that
they need to succeed in the job
market and in the workplace.
This way is to be an intern, either
during the semester or over the

school year, will it interfere
with my schoolwork at all? If I
intern during the summer, do I
want to work full-time or part-

time?

*
Do I want a paid or unpaid internship? If I take an
unpaid internship, will I be

reimbursed for travel expenses?
*
Is college credit offered

ternships.
"Basically the Internship
Office is a clearinghouse of listings," says Donegan. "Any job
that offers career-related skills
and experience is considered an
internship by this office, and is
entered into the list."

summer.
to
According
Amy
Donegan, an Assistant Director
at the Boston College Career
Center, "The trend in employer
recruiting is through internship
there's less risk
programs
because this way employers
know that they're hiring someone who knows the business and
is enthusiastic about it."
Internships are an excellent
way to gain career skills and
complement a college education.
Even if you're not sure what you
want to do after graduation, an
internship in any field can give
you valuable skills that can be
carried into any profession, such
as telephone manner, meeting
deadlines, and general familiarity with office protocol.
Once you've realized what
you can gain by having internship experience, the search for
the perfect internship should
begin.
Before beginning, there are
some basic questions to be kept
in mind that will help to clarify
what you want in an internship:
*
Do I want a summer internship or one during these?

The Internship Exchange lists thousands of job opportunities.
instead of pay, and if so, does
This list, which in the past
my major department accept
has been kept in binders in the
credit?
Internship Office, is now avail*
What kind of work will
able in an expanded version on
my employer expect me to do?
the World Wide Web, so students
Are interns given hands-on excan access it straight from their
perience in the business, or are rooms, the library, or the Career
they expected to make copies Center itself.
and brew coffee?
"The Web site has every*
What do I hope to gain thing that's in the binders and
from this experience?
more," says Donegan. "The list
Donegan stresses that this is still available as a hard copy,
last question is the most imporbut we're phasing it out."
tant. "It's important to set realisThe list, which can be found
tic goals for yourself, then disathttp://www. bc.edu/
cuss these goals with your sponCareer.html, is actually part of
sor or employer. Research the
the Internship Exchange, an 11companies you've applied to -school consortium that shares a
ahead of time, so that there will
list of internship opportunities
be no false expectations.
in areas across the United States.
Once these questions have
With approximately 1,000
been answered and realistic goals
internship listings per school, the
have been set, it's time to narrow Internship Exchange contains
your search and begin the applinearly 15,000 listing nationwide,
cation process.
so students can find summer poOne of the best ways to go sitions in their home states as
"

well as positions near their university.
According to Donegan, now
is the time to check the listings
for the spring semester. Those
seeking summer positions should
start checking now as well, she
advised, although many companies have not posted their summer listings yet.
"If you want a summer internship, and you see an interesting position advertised for the
spring, call the company and ask
if they have position for the summer. Often they will, and you'll
have a head start because the
position hasn't been listed yet,"
says Donegan.
In addition to the listing
available through the Internship
Exchange, the Web site also offers links to various other databases and resources on the
Internet. Once one has found the
perfect internship, the key to
gaining as much experience as
possible is to maintain open communication between intern and
employer.
"Employers are usually so
busy that it's fairly easy for an
intern to get stuck with meaningless
busywork," says
Donegan. "Before accepting a
job, carefully screen potential
employers so that you know exactly what your experience will
and once you accept a job,
be
be prepared to speak to your
employer about any problems
that arise."
An internship is one of the
most valuable experiencesa colit prolege student can have
vides hands-on experience in a
specific profession as well as
office skills that can be carried
into any field.
Donegan sums it up best by
stating: "The value of an internship is that, without taking away
from a college education, it
complements it by offering valuable career experience."
?

?
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CityScape: Miami
Aside from pleasant
beaches to visit during the day.
the city is also a major spot for
night life, with many clubs
ranging from jazz to dance to
comedy. It also has a variety of
fine restaurants serving many
di ffereni types of food. In many
areas, the city has a decidedly
Latino feel, and it is very colorful, with many of the buildings built in the art dceo style
and painted in vibrant pastels.
Sports lovers will also enjoy the Miami area-, as it is the
host to the annual Orange Bowl
football game. The Joe Robbie
Stadium, in Opa Locka, is the
home of the Miami Dolphins
and the Florida Marlins.
Miami has recently become a center for the modeling
industry and holds mail) oilier
points of mtciest. Places to visit
include the Miami Seaquarium
and the Museum of Science for
nature and science lovers.
The city is also home to
many institutions of higher
learning, such as the University of Miami and the International Fine Ans College, making n a viable place for young

Continued from p. 9
American settlement in the
1870's. The city itself began a
period of expansion after New
York financier and railroad tycoon Henry M Flagierextended
the Florida East Coast Railroad
to Miami in 1896. Flagler promoled the area as a resort, thus
beginning its modern tourist industry.

Other significant points in
Miami's history include itsrealestate boom in the 1920* sand
the immigration of approximately 300,000 Cuban refugees
into the area since 1959, lending to the city's Latino heritage
and feel.
Culture and Entertainment:
Those tourists looking for
rest and relaxation are sure to
find it along Miami's sandy
beaches. The area of Miami
Beai-h is especially known for
its resort area, visited by over 2
million tourists every year.
Aside from lis eight miles
of beaches, the area also has
several parks, pools, golf
courses,'arid fishing areas for
the enjoyment of its visitors. The
area is dedicated solely to tourism, making it a popular resort.

ence, and she told me that there
were openings at Inc."

By Tricia Campbell
HEIGHTS BUSINESS EDITOR

Students interested in a cafast-

Reporter J
paced world of magazine
and newspaper publishing may
picture themselves working in a
glamourous environment and
performing journalistic feats
worthy of Woodward and
Bernstein.
Of course, while these may
be the eventual payoffs of hard
work and good luck, starting out
in the print journalism field is
slightly more down-to-earth
yet, as proven by Michael
Hofman, a reporter for Boston's
Inc. Magazine, it can be just as
?

rewarding.

Hofman, who graduated
from BC in 1996 with a degree in
Political Science, was no
stranger to the journalism and
publishing industries.
Throughouthis years at BC,
Hofman served as first the Features Editor and later the Editorin-Chief of The Heights, and
earned summer internship experience at several New York magazines. It was as a result of one of
these internships that Hofman
first learned about the job at Inc.
"A woman I worked with
one summer in the New York
Times Company's magazine division later became Inc. 's managing editor," says Hofman.
"Right before graduation Icalled
her to tell her I was moving to
New York and to ask for a refer-

people.

Interested in business, technology,
or the stock market? Want to write
about it for The Heights? Come to
the Marketplace meeting today at
4 p.m. in McElroy 113 and ask for
Tricia or Karen. Experience in
business is not required!

"I

feel

difference."

?

in this world there are two kinds of information:

m

*

An

its brain

?

,n England, the Speaker of the House
is not allowed to speak

'

j^d***
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ostricns e ye 's bigger than

?

?

Al Capone's business card said he was a used furniture

dealer

PRICELESS
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The Massachusetts Telecommunications Council

?

1

FAIR

JOB

The Charles Hotel, Cambridge, MA
Monday, January 20, 1997 4 pm to 7 pm
?

On the Red Line at Harvard Square
Free street parkingavailable

A recent independent study reports telecom execs receive the highest salaries in MA.
The companies listed below are the leaders in the industry, engineering cutting-edgetechnology
to network the global telecom infrastructure. The Massachusetts Telecommunications Council
provides support to this industry and is striving to make Massachusetts the telecom capital of
the world. Come to the job fair and become a part of an industry growing at a blistering pace.
Check out our online resources and jobs page af www.masstel.org
If unable to attend, please send resume to: Massachusetts Telecommunications Council,
41 West Street, Boston, MA 021 11; Fax: (617) 292-7777; e-mail: lwright@masstel.org,
or if you have any questions, please call (617) 292-0050.

Hardware and Software Engineering, Network Architecture Technical Support. Instructors.
Manufacturing. Marketing and Sales. Financialand Administrative opportunities

prlPi|

Bay Networks BBN Planet Boston Technology Brooktrout Technology, Inc.
Cascade Communications Corp. Cellular One Cisco Systems, Inc.
Continental Cablevision Highway 1 CP Clare CSI Netlink
Digital Equipment Corp. GeoTel Communications Corp.
GTE Government Systems Corp. Hammer Technologies JobSmart
Kenan Systems Corp. Logica Inc. Natural MicroSystems
Open Development Corp. Security Dynamics Shiva Corp.
StarBurst Communications Corp. Summa Four Telco Systems 3Com
Time Warner Cable VideoServer, Inc. and many more!
r.r,-..
?

?

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or tuition, most books and
sophomore with good fees, plus! ISOper school
grades.apply now for a month. They also pay off
three-year or two-year with leadership experischolarship from Army ence and officercredentials impressive to
ROTC.ArmyROTC g|3gj§&i
Mure employers.
scholarships pay
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extra

Hofman decided to give Inc.
and in June of 1996 he was
hired on a probadoriar^basis^s_ putting together the 'Letters to
a research asreally
my the Editor'page."
sistant. By
Hofm an's
Septemberhis
favorite part of
work is valued,
probation was
the job, however,
over and he
is developingand
had been pro- and that makes all writing his own
moted to a pofeature articles.
the
sition as a reAmong his arporter.
ticles are a story
?Michael
Hofman,
a
Inc. is
on charges of ramagazine
BC '96
cial discriminageared
totion in Boston
wards the owners and employbanks and a profile of Atlantic
ees of small businesses, as well
Rancher, a new mail-order clothas entrepreneurs looking to start
ing company that hopes to rival
their own. "It's kind ofthe smallJ. Crew and L.L. Bean.
Although at first he only
business equivalentof Fortune,"
intended to stay in Boston for a
says Hofman.
year, Hofman says that he has
Hofman is not alone in havingfound a reporting job so easunexpectedly found his niche at
ily. According to the Boston Inc. and plans to stay there for at
Globe, journalism graduates,
least the next several years.
Hofman is living proof of
who once had trouble finding
great
demand
the fact that experience is key in
jobs, are now in
post-graduation
job search.
the
only
by
newspapers,
by
not
but
Serving as an editor of The
other publications as well.
This increase is believed to Heights for three years, as well
as his internship experiences,
stem from the fact that today's
prepared him to handle the
college graduates are more technology-savvy than their older responsibies of developing and
writing articles under a deadcounterparts. Publications that
line, editing and reporting on
are interested in creating
websites or online editions are articlesby other writerrs, and injourteracting with co-workers.
hiring more and more recent
Hofman definitely feels that
nalism graduates to assist them
all his hard work has paid off.
in these undertakings.
According to the Globe, "Not too many people can say
1996 journalism graduates are that they really love what they're
earning a starting salary that is doing, but I honestly can," he
says. "It's a fun job, and a flex14.9 percent higher than in previous years, averaging a starting ible work environment
I resalary of $22,897.
ally feel that my work is valued,
As a reporter, Hofman deand that makes all the differscribes his duties as twofold. "If ence."
a try,

reer in the

writers and editors need

reporting to tic up loose ends in
their stories, that's my job," he
says. "I'm also responsible for

Contact Major Paul J. Cancelliere at (617)-552-3230,
(617)-552-0646 or e-mail: canccllif^bcedu
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Madeleine Peyroux
Dreamland
512.99 CD 58.99 CASS

Soul Coughing
Irresistible Bliss
512.99 CD $8.99 CASS

7

NOW
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Free:'
ror Details
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Better Than Ezra

Friction, Baby
512.99 CD 58.99 CASS
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offered on campus by
Beck
Odelay

512.99 CD 58.99 CASS
Spin Magazine '96 album of the year
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Oecgile's

The Roots
llladelph Halflife
$12.99 CD $8.99 CASS
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Stgsest Dance Hits!

The Wallflowers
Bringing Down The Horse
$12.99 CD $8.99 CASS
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veiled

Boston College
Classes starting,
call now!
(Classes will be held in Cusing Hall, Room 208)

Various Artists
Ultimate Dance Party '97
$13.99 CD $8.99 CASS
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Republica
$12.99 CD $8.99 CASS
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Eleanor McEvoy
What's Following Me?
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Republica
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Sweetback
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Leah Andreone
Veiled
$9.99 CD $6.99 CASS

Call 552-4256 or stop by .
Cushing Hall 211 to.register
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Jamiroquai
Traveling Without Moving
$12.99 CD $8.99 CASS
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Fun Lovin' Criminals
Come find Vburse/f
59 99 CD 56 99 CASS
*

group)

PUT YOUR

NAME

INTO THE
POOL!!!!

"

sale ends 1/26/97

BOSTON! ANS
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see Stephanie, campus info, and activities,
lift McStroy 115 (x-2-0988)
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Gambling Education the First Step of Policy
Continued from p. 3

"Unless you go
door to door or
have spies, you

on after this occurred that it
would be in our best interest to
learn more about the issue of

gambling on college campuses,"
a housing official told the RAs.
"Our office decided to take
a look at informing the students
on how we can best educate the
students. [RAs] are our best resource for informing the stu-

cannot put a
stop to this with
a few rules."

dents," Chris Darcy, assistant
director of residential life, said.
"We could teach you, we've
had training sessions on drug and
alcohol, on multicultural issues,
on issues of racism, but some-

I

?Mea

Quinn

UGBC President

BLUESTONE BISTRO
MONDAY NIGHTS
1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS

,

thing we've really nevertouched
upon is the issue of gambling,"
Darcy added.
According to Duffy, their
goal is to start with the RAs and
hope to have them bring the information back from the meeting to their individual floors. In
addition, BC plans to hold a
workshop in two weeks.for all
athletic directors.
Furthermore, BC plans to
address gambling at student orientation sessions, similar to drug
and alcohol lectures.
"Our primary focus is going to be freshmen," Duffy told
the Globe. "We want to make
our expectations very clear at
the beginning, so nobody can
claim they didn't know it was
wrong. But, it's also important
not simply to give students rules,
but to explain the rationale behind them."
Throughout the semester,

TUESDAY NIGHTS
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
$5

9~
#

GOURMET PIZZA PASTA
?

DINE IN

?

DELIVERY

?

?

<W

CALZONES

CARRY OUT

\

** /

the University plans to bring
guest lecturers to campus to
speak on the subject, Duffy said.
He added BC is trying to
encourage tne rehabilitation of
those students with a gambling

problem.
"What we're trying to do is
identify students who have a serious problem and get them into
help," Duffy said.
"Most of the betting is under $100, but those 25s have a
way of adding up," Duffy added.
At the December 6 Board of
Trustee meeting, gambling was
one of the main topics of discussion at both the closed session
meetings and the session of the
Student Life Committee.
The Trustees asked student
leaders for their perspective on
the subject discussed at the
meeting."We said thateducation
was the best idea, not only about
what's illegal but about making

the right choices according to
the Jesuit philosophy of caring,"
Mea Quinn told the Globe. "Unless you go door to door or have
spies, you cannot put a stop to
this with a few rules."
Jim Dowden, UGBC executive vice-president, said he sees
gambling as a complex issue. He
also speculated on the ability of
the administration to enforce the
new policy.
"It [the policy] is needed,
but I wonder if it's enforceable,"
Dowden said.
Duffy said the administration is realistic about their expectations. They understand that
they will be unable to eliminate
all gambling on campus. However, the administration needed
to start somewhere and rules and
education are the first steps in
the right direction.
"Our goal is to continue to
eliminate gambling," Duffy said.

Depression is a bunch of symptoms
exhibited by weak people,

Depression is an unbearable suppression
/of brain activity that can strike anyone.

\

Straightening oul all ihe misconceptions, the correct answer is 'b'. It's a concept we should all understand and
remember, and here's why. Depression strikes millions of young adults, but only I out of 5 ever seeks treatment
for it. Too many just drag themselves along or eventually seek relief through suicide. Why not treatment? Partly
lack awareness. Partly the' unwarranted negativestigma. This"is what needs
.
L/#V t *%£** I JC fc*
fixing. This is where we need you to change your attitudes. It's an illness.
#?»
not a weakness. And it's readily treatable. Spreading the word and
JET 151mf'_W..jT j^r Cj^*tT
making this common knowledge is everybody's assignment.
#! CauseclSuWste
Public Service message from SAYVE (Suicide Awareness\Voices of Education)

http://www.saye.org

Happy 21st to my roomies?Jess and Nancy!

a

Love, Wendy

career off to a solid start. As one of the largest full service banks
north of Boston, we offer comprehensive commercial lending, trust
and consumer financial services, stability for the future, and these
challenging management training programs.

Commercial Loan

Bank Operations

Commercial lending is pne of the
fastest growing segments of our
business. As a trainee in this program,
you'll progress through the department, and ideallybe promoted to a
Commercial Loan Officer. You'll be
encouraged to build your strengths in
a variety of skill areas, including risk
assessment and analysis. This program
gives you the opportunity and support
you need to get ahead.
in
ii,
.

While acquiring valuable management
skills, you'll be trained in operations,
banking systems, and data and item
process. As a trainee, you'll supervise
one or more Operations units, and
learn to implement your ideas as you
help us to grow in our leadership
position. You'll actively formulate
strategies for meeting the bank's objecfives in this hands-on management
training program, an be an important
contributing member of our team.

Banking Office

?;

et invo ' vec ' < n one °f New England's
most vibrant f mnc n\ institutions, and get
hands^n traW
need to
.
u j v.v your
i
-r
move

MaitanPltlPnt
manngcmcni

Working in our retail environment
you'll be training for twelve months.
You'llprogress through all phases of
retail
with a detailed introduction to all of our products and
services. Training involves a balance of
hands-on and classroom exposure to
policies and procedures, assignment as
a Customer Service Representative, and
eventual progression to a management
position. All college majors are
encouraged to apply.

wrth
career kTo
c of ourtnuning programs you
must have a GPA of 30 w ab°ve.All
majors are encouraged to apply.
_

banSng,

AS DIFFERENT AS

"oln

°"

We will be visiting the Boston
College campus on January 31.
Please contact your career services
department about interviews.
An equal opportunity employer.
Member FDIC/DlfM.

(//)

A BANK CAN BE

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
tuition, most books and
If you're a freshman or
fees, plus $150 per school
sophomore with good
month. They alsopay off
grades,apply now for a
three-year or two-year
with leadership experience and officer credenscholarship from Army
ROTC. ArmyROTC
tials impressive to
(Tladerlhißi
future employers.
scholarships pay

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit 25 Carney or call
552-3230

Check out our

web site

at

www.easternbank.com
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Hometown barbers are a cut above the rest
HEIGHTS FEATURES

EDITOR

Ask around and you'll find
that a healthy long-distance relationship with one's barber is a
tough thing to keep up.
With 57 days from now until Spring Break, most BC students are going to be faced at
some point with the possibly terrifying prospect of getting their
hair cut. Though one might at
first cast this off as trivial, the
worst case scenario of a haircut
experienceoften makes one take
it more seriously.
"Bad haircuts are awful,"
asserted Tim Curry, A&S '99.
"Fortunately, Ihave a lot of hats."
The bad haircut, or getting
"butchered," means many weeks
of embarrassment and insecurity, and places great emphasis
on the barber-barbee relationship. Students are forced to take
stock of the relationship, and ask
how their needs (and their barbers' needs) are being met, how
well they communicate, and
where the relationship is going.
Along with this fear of a
butchering is a general mistrust
of Boston barbers among many
BC students, which creates a
large group that refuses to get
their hair cut while at school.
They remain faithful to their
longtime barber at home who
they know and trust, regardless
of the opportunity to see other
barbers.
"I would never get my hair
cut around here," commented
Ben Gird, CSOM '99. "I'd rather
let my hair grow long."
This fear of Boston haircuts
is not an uncommon phenomenon, and many BC students have
either heard horror stories of lo-

cal hair butchers or fallen under
errant scissors themselves.
"The one time I got my hair
cut in Boston was horrible,"
stated Jill
Randall,
SOE '99.
"The stylist
made
me
stand
up
while he cut
my hair and
he was smoking the whole
time."
"I've
seen

HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES

EDITOR

The beginning of the year
promises to be filled with a feeling of excitement as people attempt to stick with the resolutions they have made for the new
year. January of 1997 appears to
be no different from Januarys of
the past, as students come back
to campus with the good intentions of following through on
what they have decided to change
about their daily life.
From vowing to give up
smoking to attempting to get an
ID that actually looks like them,
Boston College students returned
to the Heights with every intention of sticking to their guns and
making drastic changes in their
lifestyles. As the ball dropped at
midnight and Dick Clark ushered in the new year, most students had some sort of revelation to change something about
themselves, no matter how significant the idea was.
"I will lose my beer gut" or
"I will make BC a Division II
athletic school" were some of
the promises that members of
the BC community made and
hoped to stick to as 1997 began.
No matter what it was, just about
everyone made some sort ofreso-

barber. The primary one is communication difficulty, a situation
where one either doesn't accurately tell the barber what he or
she wants
done
to
their hair
or, worse,

where the

barber
doesn't
understand him
or her and
does
something
else, resultingina
haircut

too

many of my
roommates

come back
from a local

"surprise."
"Different
words
mean differ c nt

haircut as
marines,"
added Gird,
who gets his
hair cut back
home, like
many
the
others who
have decided

things to
different
barbers,"
states

Gird.
"'Trim'
becomes
synonymous with
'butcher'
for a lot of
them."
An
other difficulty facing students going to a

to stay mo-

nogamous
with their
barber
through col-

lege.
Along
with the familiar atmosphere and
intimacy of
one's hometown barber
shop are cernew place
HCIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/RISHA HESS
.
tain quirks Haircuts can be a real nightmare.
to get their
hair cut is whether to go to a
that keep them coming back. ror, you are usually forced to
Chris Gangloff, CSOM '99, says enter a new haircut relationship.
"barber" or a "stylist." Some students, males in particular, «hy
This is disturbing to many
"my barber at home dustbusts
students, as there are a lot of away from stylists for various
my head at the end of a haircut to
dangers facing one entering a uncomfortable reasons.
get the loose hairs off. It's nice."
However, Tim Curry, A&S
Remaining in acomfortable haircut relationship with a new
-

..

.

.

,

1997 Resolutions:
By Brian Thomas

and safe relationship with your
hometown barber is understandable, yet when there is a Wolfman
looking back at you in the mir-

.

.

,

'

By Charlie Murphy

lution.
One of the more popular
New Year's resolutions has always been"I will get into shape."
(Translation: for guys, "I will
lift weights," and for girls, "I
will lose weight and eat only
things that come from a plant.")
Countless people swore to follow through on this resolution
and the overcrowding of the Plex
in the upcoming weeks will be a

"Who am I kidding?
I'll probably give up
by February."
BC junior
?

testament to this.
"I really want to get into
shape by the summer. I am going
to lift weights three to four times
a week so 1 will look good for all
the girls when I go to the beach,"
said an anonymous junior.
The resolution that most
parents like to hear from their

children is "I will study harder."
Everyone wants to earn that elusive 4.0 without having to deal
with a roommate suicide.
think that by studying a little
more, then the good grades will
come to them easily.
Jen Thomas. A&S '00, said.
"I really want to do well in my

Make 'en
break'em

or

classes this semester. I am going
to spend a lot more of the time
that I used to do nothing with
and use it to study, except everyday at 3 p.m. when General Hospital comes on. But other than
that I am really going to buckle
down."
But with every resolution
that is made, usually it is broken
fairly soon afterward. Students
realize that greasy food tastes
too good to give up and that
watching reruns of The Dukes of
Hazzard or Saved by the Bell
beats studying any day. Several
people openly admitted that their
resolutions probably would not
last for very long. The same junior who vowed to lift weights
said, "Who am I kidding? I'll
probably give up by February."
Even though the resolutions
sounded like great ideas in the
first place, it would be a little
unrealistic to expect people to
change themselves overnight.
Hopefully you will stick
with your New Year's Resolution, whether it is giving up
swearing like a sailor or learning
how to speak a new language.
Just do not get down on yourself
when it is only February and you
break down and eat an entire
package of Ho-Hos orTwinkies.
They just taste too good for anyone to go without.

'99, refuses to get his hair cut by
anyone but a stylist, and has a
genuine fear of the average
American barber.
"You don't know what's going to happen with a barber," he
says. "Barbers make a big dent
in your hair and work around
that. You hear a buzzing, and all
of a sudden the back of your
head is bald."
Curry maintains that the
barbers he's seen have been aggressive, increasing his uneasiness about them.
"They push you to the brink
where nothing else could be
done, and you have to get out of
the chair," he says.
The reason why most people
stay away from stylists is cash
(or lack thereof), as many students aren't so concerned with a
haircut's look as how much it's
going to set them back.
The most extreme of this
frugal group have been known to
have their friends cut their hair,
or even cut it themselves, an unbelievable stunt requiring astonishing concentration and coordination. Certain students pride
themselves on their haircutting
ability, to the shock of loyal barber customers.
The barber-barbee relationship is not often expanded on,
but ask around BC and you'll
find that most people take it very

seriously.
Whetheryou're faithful and
able to keep up long-distance
barber monogamy or know exactly what you mean when you
say "trim" and hook up with every stylist on Newbury Street,
the issue of the haircut will almost definitely continue to be a
recurring problem, at least before college students get to the
point of settling down.

Heights Staff Resolutions
In keeping with the spirit of the new year, we
asked members of the Heights staff about their

resolutions for 1997.
Anne Marie Borrego, Review Editor: "To pay
off my credit cards and use my 'inside voice"
while speaking."
Matt Scamardella, Editor-in-Chief: "I'm too
busy to think of one right now."
Wendy Prygoda, Copy Editor: "To find Barbie a
Ken (because I didn't get one for Christmas)."
Charlie Murphy, Features Editor: "I'm going to
try very hard to break my addiction to mint
Mentos."
Jen Blakeslee, Production Editor: "To worry
less, relax more."
Carrie Sbrolla, Advertising Manager: "To
watch a movie other than Dazed and Confused.'"
Brian Thomas, Asst. Features Editor: "To see
Star Wars on opening day."
Mike Prospero, Technology Director: "Not to
puke after going to any more 29 Cummings
parties."
Tricia Campbell, Business Editor: "To work out
so I can fit into Carrie's Secret Santa gift and to
stop calling Brian 'Ray."
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Unsafe dealings in Ritalin hit BC

Best

Bets
for the

By Anne Marie Borrego
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Week:
What:

Second Annual

Grammy Showcase

event

is

a

showcase of some of themost

promising rock

acts in the
nation. Maybe you can be
one of the first to see such
bands as Mistle Thrush and

hit n big and internal bickering cau-es the band lobieak
\u25a0"What: Panfera
Where: Wallac* Civic Center m Fitchburg
When: Tuesday, Jan. 14
Dating a lull in the normal ly active concen -cciic in

i-'itchbur».

but ii you still

lis-

I pel there. Iw tickets call 9? I
What: Liv- la;/
Where: The Mall at Chestnut Hill
When: Saturday and Sunday Jan. Ix.l'Mrom 2-4 p.m.
?Jazz Music + Shopping
=One Great Time. While you

Saturday in the middle of ilkmall by the staircase.

The Features Section is allooking lor new and

fa\s

Alan Simpson wakes up every morning, showers, takes his
Ritalin and leaves for school. His
daily routine is much like any
other teen-ager with ADHD (Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder). He must take his
Ritalin, or else his concentration
level will fall off somewhere during his morning classes.
First in

Where. TheMiddle East
When: Thursday, Jan. 16
This free

THE HEIGHTS

!all 552-2221 and ask for
n.

Resident Hall staff cannot smell
an pungent odor, and a tell-tale
smoke does not waft throug the
corridores of dormitories. Circulating in an underground market, ritalin escaped the watchful
eye ofBCPD, which did not learn
of the growingtrend from use on
BC's campus.iRather, they relied on a report from the United
States Drug Enforcement
Agency, which alerts them to
growing trends. "They help us
when we're not certain what's
going on [with the drug mar-

ket]," Jong explains.
a Two-Part Series
The market for Ritalin is.
Michael Haggar has a differhowever, out there, and it is much
ent routine. In the late evening he
closer than members of the BC
still has a full eight hours ofstudycommunity may be aware. With
ing to do before he can even think so many people taking the drug
exam.
taking
of
his economics
to offset the symptoms ofADHD,
He gingerly pushes a small, white "It could be prescribed to sevRitalin tablet from its foil packeral students in one dormitory,"
age, grinds it up, and snorts it.
says Janabeth Fleming Evans,
Studying then commences.
mother of an ADHD teen, regisThough Simpson and tered nurse and consultant for
Haggar(whose names have been
Attorneys Medical Services,
changed to protect their identiInc. ?a Texas consulting firm
ties) have both used Ritalin ona which offers medical informafrequent basis, there is one glartion for legal matters. Therefore,
ing difference between them: it is students who are using the drug
not prescribed to Haggar. He, like
illegally could actually be obmany other college students, has taining it from someone to whom
discoveredthat the remedy which Ritalin is legitimatelyprescribed.
was once hailed a miracle drug
Those who seek the drug but
for children with ADHD is potent can't find someone with an offifor both pullingall-niters as well cial prescription look to the black
as recreational purposes. Because
market. According to the United
of its availability and low profile, States Pharmacopia drug inforbecoming
Ritalin is
one of the
mation guide, Ritalin is a conhottest drugs on college camtrolled substance in boh the US
puses, includingBoston College. and Canada. Thus, those who
Lieutenant Eugene E. Neault want to purchase it legally withan-1 Detective Shawn dc Jong of out a prescription, often do so in
the Boston College Police DeMexico.
partment acknowledged the growCollege students flood the
ing trend and cited a recent case. coasts of Mexico every March
Neault and Jong were notified for their annual spring break.
after a routine health and safety Now, instead of justgoing South
inspection in a student's dorm of the Border for a little rest,
produced a mirror with a white? relaxation and hard-core partydusty,residue which, when tested, ing, undergrads are frequenting
turned out to be a mixture of back alley drug stores in order to
Ritalin and cocaine. To Jong, that purchase Mexico's over-thewas not surprising. She states,
counter version of Ritalin.
"When you find kids with Ritalin, Haggar is one of these students.
you usually find other evidence
Before he left for Canciin
of substance abuse."
last March, Haggar had used
Though Ritalin use has beRitalin a few times. Snorting it
come quite popular, it rarely
was simplyan aspect of his dorm
comes to the attention of campus
life in Walsh. "We got it from
law enforcement officials. Jong people down the hall," he reattributes this to lack of money calls. Until his interview, Haggar
changing hands and the fact that had little knowledge of Ritalin's
"the market for Ritalin doesn't clinical purposes or that it was
produce the residual problems frequently prescribed to people
that you get with marijuana." with ADHD. He does not believe

that the Ritalin he first snorted

was originally prescribed to
someone with ADHD. "I doubt
if there was anything prescribed
about it," he states. "Those guys
were drug dealers, they dealt
other stuff, too, like weed." When

the people who originally supplied him with Ritalin disclosed
that it could be purchased in
Mexico at minimal cost, Haggar
decided to take advantage of the
opportunity during spring break
to bring some back.
His account of the purchase
is one of ease and flippancy. He
tells of a drugstore in a back
alley of downtown Canciin,
where he and some friends
bought not only Ritalin but steroids and Percocet as well. When
asked if buyingRitalin and other
drugs at that establishment
seemed legitimate, he responded
with, "It was a very shady operation. Everything's shady. It's
Mexico. When we walked in,"
he remembers," no one asked us
for a prescription. I never heard
the word 'prescribed' at anytime.
I don't think there's such a thing

as prescribed [medicine] in

Mexico." He pauses for a moment, and with a bit of hearty
sarcasm he blurts, "Hell, Ibought
penicillin in a bar."
This type of lax behavior is
not surprising to Neault and Jong.
Neault acknowledges,"Mexico's
pharmaceutical laws are weak at
be"st." What is also apparently
weak is the control by US customs officials. Haggar remembers bringing several items into
the country that are considered
contraband.

"Everybody brought something back," he says, "mostly
bottles of Tequila. We had a
couple of Cuban cigars, steroids,
Percocet, Ritalin, penicillin,that
kind of thing. We didn't bring
any real drugs like weed into the
country. Nobody was going to
put weed on the plane. If you get
caught with that, it's a lot worse."
Haggar does recall preparing for
a possible search, however, by
hiding the pills in an aspirin
bottle in his medicine bag. With
the smirk of a true cynic he asks,
"who's going to look through a
college kid's aspirin bottle to

something 1 ike Ritalin?"
Apparently, no one.
Haggar does not classify
himself as a heavy drug user and
certainly not a dealer (even
though he admits to bringing
back controlled substances for
other people). He is much like
the average BC student. An undergraduate student in the Carroll
School of Management, he is
preparing for a career in the financial community and is hardly
someone one would suspect of
smuggling drugs into the country. He goes to class, studies hard,
and in the evenings, plays video
games on his Sony Play Station.
On the weekends enjoys himself
as much as possible. And at an
institution like BC which has
been labeled a "party school," it
is not difficult to do just that.
Haggar and his friends are
like many students
frequent drinkers and relatively
heavy partiers. They often throw
multiple-kegparties in their offcampus apartment. And though
he smokes marijuana and has
used "magic" mushrooms,
Haggar adamantly denies using
more overtly stigmatized drugs
look for

?

?

like cocaine or barbiturates.
How doe's one, then, go from
weekly scholar to weekend
partier to Ritalin abuser? The
transition is not that surprising.
A significant aspect of the drug's
popularity is its seemingly harmless side-effect: it helps with
concentration. On the surface, a
tablet of Ritalin appears to be
the answer to the dragging allnighter. A "safe" drug, unlike
cocaine or speed, it does not have
the reputation ofbeing extremely
addictive among its users. Pamphlets warningof its dangers do
not circulate in various offices
and clinics all over campus, and
it was never discussed in all of
those drug education seminars
people in their early 20s were
subjected to in high school. How
could somethingthat helps with
studying for a series of finals be
anythingbut innocent, especially
when a friend down the hall holds
a prescription? On the surface, it
looks like a harmless study aid.
But believe it or not, Ritalin is
not exactly harmless.

Come to the Features meeting on
Monday, 4:30p.m. in McElroy 113.

Viewpoints.
By Risha Hess

Opinions from students on current issues.

Do you

think that
the BC
Bookstore

adequately
meets

students'
needs at
this time
of year?

I

Tony Segrich,
A&S '99.

Paul Clausing,
CSOM '99.
c

Yes, for the
most part, yes
it does. People
can't always get
what they need
but I've been
satisfied most
of the time.
They always have
the books on
time.

They have all
the books but no

additional resources?especially for computers. Most of
the books can be
found at regular
bookstores

for

half the price.
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Madonna Is Evita
January 13, 1997

Zeffirelli, Richard Attenborough and
Oliver Stone were tossed into the ring as
possible directors. But the film came
back to Parker in 1994.
By the time Parker was to begin work
on the film, Pfeiffer was a mother of two
and unable to travel to South America.
Madonna begged for the part in a fourpage, hand-written letter to Parker and
received the role of a lifetime.
And so it began. With Antonio
Banderas and Jonathan Pryce (who had
won a Tony for his role in Miss Saigon) by
her side. Madonna began the rigorous
process of preparing for the ambitious

undertaking.
This sung-through style musical on
film is composed of some 49 musical
selections ranging from the new "You
Must Love Me" to the classic "Don't Cry
for Me Argentina." And though
Madonna's vocal range was not originally suited for Weber's score, she has
certainly thrived under the tutelage of
famed voice coach Joan Lader. Her voice
has never sounded so clean, powerful and
thoughtful as it does in this film.
Certainly, the rags to riches story of
Sefiora Peron is touching, and Madonna's
maturity makes it even more so. As the
film follows Eva from a poor village to
the riches of Buenos Aires and from one
man to the next, the audience watches
Madonna grow. No longer is she the silly,
ridiculous actress from Who's That Girl.
She is a woman now, a mother, and, finally, a legitimate screen star.
Antonio Banderas, who plays the
cynical and scrutinizing Che is also delivers a fine performance. Though he
seems a bit ridiculous at times, Banderas'
vocals carry him through the film. Unfortunately, however, when he is only heard
on the recorded soundtrack without the
lush hues of the screen, he takes a back
seat to Madonna.
Jonathan Pryce's award-winning
style envelopes his portrayal of Juan
Peron. He is regal, yet not too rigid. And
still, he often steps aside and allows Madonna to take the lead.
Parker's rendition of this musical is
stunning. Not since the golden age of
musical adaptations have audiences seen
such a production on film. However. Evita
has certainly taken advantage of modern
conventions
especially blockbuster
budgets. The sets are lavish, the costumes
"Don't Cry for Me Argentina:" Madonna stars as Evita Peron, first lady of Argentina and spiritual leader of the masses. unbelievable
plush. Madonna looks like
something out of a Christian Dior fashion
The making of Alan Parker's Evita
By ANNE MARIE BORREGO
two actually led them together. She is still
is almost as epic as the film about the life show, dressed in rich fabrics and fantastic
considered the most influential spiritual
Heights Review Editor
furs.
of
Eva Peron itself. The idea dates back to
leader of the country.
Because the production had the cothe release of "Don't Cry for Me ArgenNo one else could be Evita. She and
Eva Peron was instrumental in helpoperation of the Argentinean government,
tina" sung by Julie Covington off of Tim
the santa patraona of Argentina are so ing the poor with her "Eva Peron FoundaParker was able to shoot many scenes,
strikingly similar: her contribution to this
tion." She was also a staunch supporter of Rice and Andrew Lloyd Weber's concept
including the famous balcony scene, at
album for the opera which later opened at
film was laid out in her destiny from the women's rights, forming the Peronist
the palace in Buenos Aires. Everything,
the
Prince
Edward
Theater
in
London
on
very moment she straddled the line beWomen's Party and championed women's
right down to the antique furniture and
tween sinner and saint, clad in Gautier.
right to vole, which became law in 1947. June 21, 1978. After unbelievable sucsoft lighting, gives the film an aura of
singing to her people. Madonna has perSadly, however, Peron developed cess in the UK, it later traveled to Broadauthenticity.
where
Patti
LuPone
Evita
way
played
uterine cancer. And though she had been
haps found her greatest role as a perEvita is a film for a mature audience,
former.
and won seven Tony Awards at the end
nominated as her husband's vice presione that can appreciate its sung-through
dent, Eva ended her political career. To of its first season.
The story of Eva Peron, Evita,
style and lyrical quality. It does not panAt the opening night in New York,
chronicles the life of South America's this day, no one know if she did so beder to those who relish gratuitous sex or
most controversial subject. Born a bascause of her health or pressure from the producer Robert Stigwood, who had personally invited Parker to the performance, unnecessary violence, though it could
tard, Eva Duarte jumped from bed to bed,
military.
have (tastelessly) done so. It is also a film
When she died on July 26, 1952, the offered him the rights to direct a film
ending up in the elite circles of Buenos
for the Madonna fan. The Material Girl
Aires. A mediocre actress and mildly sucentire country wint into mourning. Her
version. However, Parker, exhausted afhas finally come into her own and is a true
cessful radio voice, she finally met her
memory is alive and well in the hearts of ter finishing Fame. . declined the invitajoy on screen. Finally, Evita is a stunning
most prestigious suitor, the politically
Argentineans, and she continues to be an tion.
film for those audiences who travel to the
icon of populism. Whether one considers
Names surfaced in trade magazines
sparkling Juan Peron.
theater in search of nostalgia. It goes back
for possible divas to star as Peron like
Though she was never accepted by her a gold-digging whore or an inspiring
the establishment, Eva Peron was loved leader is almost irrelevant. She simply
Elaine Page, Patti LuPone, Meryl Streep, to a time when glamour wasn't cheap and
Barbara Streisand and Michelle Pfeiffer. actors were true sparkling stars on the
by the people. And when the masses voted was and is one of Argentina's most colorscreen.
for her husband to lead the country, the ful and influential figures.
Names like Francis Ford Coppola, Franco
?
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First Strike marks Chan's third US feature
By MICHAEL A.

Heights

PROSPERO
Technology. Director

In his third movie released in the
United States, superstar Jackie Chan once
again demonstrates his preeminence in
the martial arts field. While his pronunciation of the English language could still
stand some improvement, his skill and
deftness in fighting off numerous attackers is without parallel.
In First Strike, Chan plays Hong
Kong Police officer Jackie, who gets inadvertently thrown into the middle of an
international plot to steal nuclear warheads. He soon finds himself traveling
from Siberia to Australia via Russian
nuclear submarine.
Somewhat unfortunately, the plot of
quite complex for a movie
the movie
of this length and genre ? takes a back
seat to the action sequences, which are
nearly nonstop in the 88-minute movie.
Annie Tsui (Annie Wu) initially seems to
be the love interest for Jackie, but little
becomes of her. In fact, most of the characters are rather one-dimensional, something that would be of concern in a more
serious movie. But for First Strike, it
does not undermine the predominant purpose of the film: action. Character development and romantic escapades would
probably be detrimental to the film's pace,
as they have proven in the past.
Although snowmobiles are rare in
films, First Strike has the best chase
scene with such a vehicle since Die Hard
2 and 007's For Your Eyes Only. It features Uzi-laden terrorists on skis jumping
from helicopters that could give the Swedish National Team a run for their money.
The film also gives a nod to Jaws,
Thunderfoa// and The Hunt for Red October, in several tongue-in-cheek scenes.
As in all his movies, Chan takes a
humorous approach to the fight scenes.
Swooshing down the slopes while being
chased by the bad guys, played in a rather
bland style, Jackie wears a kid's hat that
looks like a polar bear. Props are key.
?

Already an

international martial

arts star,

Chan, in fending off his attackers, makes
use of everything from umbrellas to extension ladders in a manner that makes it
somewhat comical to watch the bad guys

getting their heads smashed in.
Always a treat in Jackie Chan movies are the out-takes, shown during the
final credits. These miscues and slip-ups

Jackie Chan hopes to make

a

hit with US audiences.

elicit more than the usual cringe, but
show the viewer what usually doesn't
make it past the cutting room floor. While
he doesn't end up with a broken foot as in
Rumble in the Bronx, Chan still takes his
lumps, several of which seem pretty painful. When executed correctly, though, the
choreography of the stunts ultimately

proves exhilarating, and well worth watching.

If you're going to see First Strike for
its superior acting and its message advocating anti-nuclear proliferation, expect
a "C." If you're going to First Strike to
watch Jackie Chan kick ass, it's definitely an "A-."

Branagh films 19th century version of Hamlet
laughter. Their performances alone make
the film worth seeing.
Branagh as Hamlet and Winslet as
Ophelia make a powerful match. At times,
however, Winslet's performance lacks the
capacity to keep up with Branagh's performance expertise.
Overall, the film is worth seeing.
The 19th century adaptation adds more
visual enjoyment and the actors selected
for the film provide significant talent.

By LIZ TARANTO
Heights Senior Staff
Drop those Cliff Notes! Kenneth
Branagh's latest Shakespearean drama on
the screen, Hamlet , will hit theaters early
in 1997. Branagh both adapted and di-

rected

the classic, but also stars as the

tragic hero himself.
Branagh puts a new twist on the timehonored Shakespearean play by setting

the 19th century. He also adds
international dimension by selecting
from both sides of the Atlantic. The
cast combines great Shakespearean actors of the stage, such as Derek Jacobi,
Richard Briers, Michael Maloney, Judie
Dench and Rosemary Harriss, with those
who have never performed Shakespeare
before, such as Kate Winslet, Julie
Christie, Billy Crystal, Jack Lemmon and
Robin Williams.
Producer David Barron insists, "The
big names in the cast did not take their
roles for the money." Working with an
$18 million budget, Branagh was able to
put on a spectacular interpretation of the
classic tragedy.
The adaptation of the play into a 19th
century setting created more of a Hollywood production. The combination of the
costumes and scenery illustrates the royalty that Branagh believes is essential to
Hamlet. He completely eliminates the
gloomy castles, dour costumes, and pudding-bowlhairstyles. This not only makes
a more exciting film, but draws in those
who think of Shakespeare as nothing but
the film in

an

stars

dry text.
Branagh said, "Hamlet [the character] has the kind of power, energy and
excitement that cinema can truly exploit."
He believes Hamlet is a colorful, sexy
character who is not pre-disposed to a
somber, brooding nature, and that the
setting should not necessarily reflect this
gloominess.
This transformation in setting truly
creates a more fascinating Hamlet, but at
times the power of Shakespeare is sacrificed for the melodrama of Hollywood.
Most of the film retains the powerful

"The Time is out of joint; O cursed spite:" Kenneth Branagh stars
in the latest Shakespearean drama scheduled for January release.
imagery and language through the extraordinary acting. Unfortunately, however, there are a few scenes that have
forgotten Shakespeare and incorporated
completely ridiculous staging.
The film will have two versions: one
that is four hours long and a shorter twohour version. Branagh, himself, prefers
the longer version as he thinks the shorter
one combines all the big scenes together
and doesn't allow for "breaths" between
intense scenes. But because the casual
Shakespearean filmgoer may not be ac-

as

Hamlet

customed

to such length, a shorter, more
practical version was made.
The long version is definitely worth
watching if you enjoy Shakespeare. But,
if 16th century language and humor is not
high on your list for stunning entertain-

the shorter version is much more
suitable.
The film does not go without humor.
Although Shakespeare's 16th century
humor and wit will probably not appeal to
the average movie-goer, Billy Crystal and
Robin Williams do add a bit of modern
ment,

Speculation on
the Grammies
continues at the
next Review
meeting
Monday at 5:00
in the Eagle's
Nest. Come
meet Anne
Marie and
Kevin and
write for the
only section in
The Heights
that gives back!
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Look for weekly updates on the
Eagle's Eye Home Page located at
odsd/ee.html
E-mail submissions to:
crowleal@ bc.edu
Fax submissions to:
552-0050
Deliver submissions to

McElroyl4l
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Eagle's Eye Calendar
Produced by:
Office of the Dean for
Student Development

Welcome Back!
The Office of the Dean
for Student
Development wishes to
remind students to
book their spring
events early, as space
on campus is filling up
quickly for second
semester!

Monday, Janary 13

Sariayjawary 19
1:00 PM
BC Women's Basketball
BC vs. West Virginia
Conte Forum
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Call 552-3000
for more information.

4:15 PM
BC Women's Ice Hockey
7:30 PM
BC vs. Cornell (E.C.A.C.)
BC Men's Basketball
Northeastern University
BC vs. Georgetown
Sponsored by the Athletic
Conte Forum
Association. Call 552-3000
Sponsored by the Athletic for more information.
Association. Call 552-3000for
more information.
Monday, Ja?iyH

7:00 PM
BC Men's Ice Hockey
BC vs. RPI
Conte Forum
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Ca11552-3000for

information.

more

Friday, Jawary 17
7:30 PM
BC Men's Wrestling
BC vs. Seton Hall
Flynn Recreation Complex
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Ca11552-3000for
more information.

Satarday,Ja?arylB
1:00 PM
BC Men/Women's
Swimming
BC vs. URI
Flynn Recreation Complex
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Ca11552-3000for
more

information.

2:00 PM
BC Women's Ice Hockey
BC vs. St. Lawrence
Conte Forum
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Ca11552-3000for
more information.
2:00 PM
BC Men's Basketball
BC vs. UMass
Fleet Center
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Call 552-3000for
more

information.

3060 for more information.
7:00 PM
BC Women's Basketball
BC vs. St. John's
Conte Forum
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Call 552-3000

for

more

Pi l^

Thursday, January 23

5:00 PM 8:00 PM
InternationalStudent Social
Heights Room (Lower
Campus Dining Facility)
Everyone is welcome. Music
and refreshments will be
provided. Sponsored by the
Intercultural Office. Call552-8005 for more information.

CELEBRATION
OF
MARTIN LUTHER KING,
JR. DAY NO CLASSES
-

T»tsday,Jawttry2l
11:30 AM- 1:00 £M
Lecture: A NeoDurkheimian Analysis of
the Spiritual Life, by
Stjepan G. Mestrovic
McGuinn Fifth Floor Lounge
Coffee, tea, and cookies will
be provided. Feelfree to bring
a brown bag lunch. Sponsored
by the Jesuit Institute,
Academic Vice President,
Dean ofGA&S, Dean ofA&S,
Social Welfare Institute and
Sociology Dept. Call 552-8108 for more information.
7:00 PM 8:00 PM
Rental Housing Market,
Evening Workshop
Walsh Function Room, 1 st Fl.
Sponsored by the Office of
University Housing. Call 552-3060 for more information.
-

7:00 PM
BC Men's Basketball
BC vs. U of Pittsburgh

(SCNE)

This is an excellent opportunity to
work in a fun office environment,
gain valuable experience and learn
about BC's clubs and activities!

Friday, Janaary 24

Apply in person in
141,
or call Alissa Ford
at 552-3480

IMcElroy

more

information.

Wednesday, Jaanry 22
12:00 PM-5:00 PM
Owner and Rental Agent
Housing Fair
Walsh Function Room, Ist Fl.
served.
Refreshments
Sponsored by the Office of
University Housing. Call 552-

__\ 1

Kl*

Upcoming Events, Spring 1997
February 21
UGBC Elections
February 18-23
"The Triumph of Love"
Robsham Theater

2:00 PM
BC Men's Basketball
BC vs. Villanova
Conte Forum
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Call 552-3000

March 13 15
-

information.

BC Dramatic Society
Bonn Studio

7:30 PM
BC Men's Ice Hockey
BC vs. UNH
Conte Forum
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Call 552-3000
for more information.

March 15
MiddleMarch
O'Connell House

Tuesday, January 28

March 20 22
BC Dance Ensemble
-

5:30 PM 6:30 PM
International Careers,
Career Talk Night
Fulton Honors Library
Sponsored by the Career
Center. Call 552-3430 for
more information.
-

Robsham Theater
March 23
Artists for AIDS
Robsham Theater

W«hadbyJ«»«ry29
5:00 PM-7:00 PM
Intercultural Cafe: Club
Latino Espahol.
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
Cultural music, appetizers,
desserts, and international
payable by
coffee a la carte,
meal plan or cash, will be
provided. Sponsoredby Club
Latino Espahol. Call the
Intercultural Office at 552-8005 for more information.

April 3-5
Peoples Performing Arts Company
Performances
Robsham Theater

I

£

Thursday, January 30
7:30 PM 9:00 PM
Lecture: What is a Good
Catholic? Presented by,
Professor Fred Lawrence
Higgins Hall 307
A lecture and discussion for
undergraduate students.
Reception follows. Call the
Jesuit Institute at 552-8108
for more information.

Time(s):
Location:
Admission Price:
Sponsoring Group(s):

Contact Person:
Phone:
Special Instructions:

Reminder^
Do you need to update

your club constitution?
Have you elected new
club officers? Please
update all this

|
|
|

;

.
|

|

All submissions to the Eagles Eye Calendar are due |
by Wednesday at Noon to the office of the Dean for
Student Development in McElroy 141 x34SO. You
can also fax this form to the ODSD at 552-0050 or
e-mail the information to cmwleal%bc.edu.

I

_

information whenever
necessary in McElroy

141.

J

1

Eagle's Eye
Submission Form

Event Name:
Description:
Day(s) & Date(s) of Event:

-

Conte Forum
Sponsored by the Athletic
Association. Call 552-3000

for

Workstudy
Position Available

Office Assistant

-

more

F

The Office of the Dean for
Student Development is looking for an

12:00 PM-5:00 PM
Owner and Rental Agent
Housing Fair
Walsh Function Room, Ist Fl.
served.
Refreshments
Sponsored by the Office of
University Housing. Call552-3060 for more information.

for

Eagle's Eye Spotlight

information.

7:00 PM
BC Men's Ice Hockey
7:00 PM
BC vs. UMass
BC Men's Ice Hockey
Conte Forum
BC vs. BU
Sponsored by the Athletic
Conte Forum
Association. Call 552-3000
Sponsored by the Athletic for more
information.
Association. Call 552-3000
for more information.
Satortay, January 25

CLASSES BEGIN!

T«sday,Jj?ary!4

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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The Classmjeds

forloving3&syearo!d- I2hrs./week. Baby-

sitting and light housekeeping. Walk from
campus, flexible hours. Call Sheri or Steve

527-5652

Big brother (or sister) type to play sports
with 2 boys (6 & 10) 2-3 afternoons/week in
Chestnut Hill. Call Mrs. G. 566-6999 eves.
L'hild care neededMondaythru FridaymornNewton Cento
ingsapproximately
tre location. Two year old girl needs fun,
loving nanny about 2 hours each morning.
Please call 964-0502 evenings
Baby-sitter wanted tor S girls, ages 5-It).
Occasional afternoonsand/or evenings. Musi
have own car (15 minute drive from campus).

7:15 9:15.

Call 444-8212.

Baby-sitter wanted tor weekends tor two
girls, ages 5 & 7 in BC neighborhood. Transportation provided. Call Jim (days) 713-0474,
Jim or Uuri (eves) 969-6294.
[Newton - Near Waban l-stop. Reliable,
responsible, loving child care needed for3 and
5 year olds, one or two afternoons per week,
preferably Monday and/or Friday. Call 969Newton

-

...

time is valuable..we won't waste it. We look
forward to serving you. At Home Realty738-1820. Read about our great listings below...

12BL.JS...Walhngrordßd. house, absolutely
huge! Walk to the shuttle from this huge BC
pad! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms,m0re!...57,800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BrSl»S...lhe

heart ot Cleveland Circle!
gourmet kitchens, 2
baths, full basement, awesome BC 10ca-

Large, renovated, 2 huge
ti0n!...54,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BLDS...fcntire ultra modern house on
Chiswick Rd. Skylights, gourmet kitchens,
parking, 5 bathrooms, 4 levels of
1uxury!...56,900.

1

AT HOME REALTY738-182(1
HI BKUS...Awesome BC party house on
Chiswick Rd 2 kitchens. 6 parking, gre.il
space for the boys to watch the game! One of
the biggest!...ss,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
10 Beds...Chestnut Hill Aye. New conslruclion! 4full baths, tons of parking, central A.C.
2 new fully applianced kitchens, party room in
basement, absolutely gigantic! Another At

Home Realty exclusive!...ss,soo
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

9 Bl'-US...Block 3 threebedroom units, one on
top of another in the awesome Beacon St.
building. Great alternative to renting a whole
house. Across from MaryAnn's...$4.500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BLUS.Gorgeous house on South St. hree
level house, guaranteed to please Mom and

1

Dad. 3 baths,fireplaces, gounnetkitchen. parking, dining room, gleaming hardwood floors,

ol luxurious detail. Impress the hell oul
of everybody!...Ss.ooo
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEUS...C'rosby Rd. 2 kitchens, 2 baths,
modem and clean, parkins, super BC location,
won't last 10ng...hurry!...55,000.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 KH.US...Kent two 4 bed units adjacent to
each other at 1705-1711 Comm Aye. Awesome BC building on Comm. Aye.,each with
new kitchens, 1.5 baths, parking,
lons

J

&

4 bed apartments

in

Claridge House,

dishwasher/disposal. 1400+ squarefeet, parking available,$375 each for 4. NEXT MOVE

-0523

Near Waban l-stop. Reliable,

REALTY 527-6655
4-bedapartment nearChanskys, back porch,

responsible, loving weekend sitter needed for
3 and 5 year olds. At least some Saturday
nights necessary but can be flexible. Call 969-0523.

hurry!...ss,ooo.

AT HOMEREALTY

parking available, dishwasher/disposal, $365
for 6. NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

Baby-sitterwanted tor 2 girls. 6 years and 3
1/2 years old. experience required. Own car.
Newton Highlands. (617) 527-3768.

738-1820

7 BLUS...NewIy renovated, 3 levelhouse ott
Comm. Aye. 3 full baths, parking, porch,
dining room, super nice and tons of

4-bed apartments on Comm Aye, spacious.
1.5 baths, back porch, parking available, heal
included, $440 each for 5. NEXT MOVE
REALTY 527-6655

spacef. $3,000.

AT HOME

Ihroush u5!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

AT HOME REALTY738-1820
1 BfUS...LakeSt. single tamily house! / new

bathrooms, 6 parking, modem eat-in kitchen,

beautiful

house, you can't get

8C...53,800.

Chestnut Hill. 527-6655.
'97 APARTMENTS and
ready to be seen and rented
HOUSES
TODAY! Welcome back everyone! We've
got B.C.'s largest and best selection of great
off-campus apartments and houses. Lots of
new listings just in. 2 bedrooms, 3 bedrooms,
4 bedrooms, 5 bedrooms...up to 15 bedrooms.
If you are seriousaboutfinding an off-campus
apartment and you are ready to work with true
professionals, call us. Ourexperienced, knowledgeable agents will pick you upand shoe you
the largestselection of great B.C. places. Your

MOVE REALTY 527-6655
INCREDIBLE b-bedapartmentinhoused
baths, Jacuzzi, central air, 2,400 square feel,
parking for4, will be all brand new! $400each
lor 10. NEXTMOVE REALTY 527-6655

awesome and can onlybe

parking, laundry in theunit, on the shuttlenear
Bluestone, hurry!... 54,600.

SEPTEMBER

...

is

7 IJKlJS...Victorianmansion on Comm. Aye.
Huge gourmet kitchen, 2 full baths, porch,

Aye.

Haveaplaceto live nextyear?NEXTMOVE
REALTYhas plenty of places foryou bul
not for long! As everyone knows, the best
houses go quickly, so make your next move
to bein our office as soon as possible, so that
you andyourfriends don'tmw.vow/ on living
where you want to next year. THE NEXT
MOVE REALTY offers the Best Apartments the Best Service and the Best deals!
Located right ACROSS THE STREET!
Two doorswest ofWhite MountainCreamery.
Next MoveRealty 527-6655
27A Commonwealth Avenue Chestnut Hill.
MA 02167 Phone: (6)7) 527-6655
Awesome 111-bed house close to campus,
huge apanments. 5 baths, $350-WOO each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
rabulous all-new 5-bed house. 3 baths, great
party room in basement! Huge rooms, enormous space, on shuttle,$385 each for 6, $460
lor 5 NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
2-bed apartments close to campus heal included. grouping allowed, clean & spacious.
$350 each for A. NEXT MOVE REALTY
527-6655
3-bed house on Crosby, parking, clean, huge
Ivnroom w/fireplace. dining room, $420 each
for 5. NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
J-bed apartments in ClevelandCircle, great
location, $370 each for 5, heat included.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
4-bed house nearC'levelandCircle. 4 parking.
clean. $450 each for 5. NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
8-bec" louse on Crosby tor MOOU. bay win"
dows, new kitchens, parkins lor 6. NEXT

t

seen

two doors west of White MountainCreamery. NEXT MOVE REALTY 27A Comm.

-__n_____________

house needed (not "T" accessible). Please call
(617)969-4317.
Chestnut Hilltamily seeks reliable, experienced, and energetic baby-sitters for morning and afternoons with two children under 2
years old! Must have references, transportation, and must be a non-smoker. For more
information callCathy a! 566-2342 between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m
Who says work can be tun/ Parents in a
Pinch has the best child care jobs! Work with
greatkids in their homes and make S7+/hr. II
you have at least 2 full days or 4+ afternoons
free & 3 child care refs-.call JOY at 739-5437.
[Needed immediately: Mothers Helper. Care

tion. This house

Stop

own hours.
self and/or your house. Set
Check out site: www.ELA-3800.c0m or call
(888) ELA-3800 for free information.
Wood Pay and Uood Hours. Handicapped
female graduate student hiring personal care
attendants for both on campus and at home
(Boston area). Variety of hoursavailable.Tasks
include personal care, light housekeeping as
well as exercising and swimming (on campus). Applicants need to beresponsible, reliable, sensitive, good humored and able to
follow explicit directions. No experience
needed - training provided. For further info.
call 445-5813, or call Prof. McDargh, 552-

Responsible, experienced student needed
for occasional -childcare in Newton Centre
home. 3 elementary school kids, 2 middleaged cats. Must drive (my car.) References
necessary. 964-2887.
BABY SUTKK WANTED: LookingTof
responsible baby sitter. Two children ages 8 &
12 for Tuesdays 2-6 P.M. in Chestnut Hill.
Occasional eveningandother afternoonsavailable. Easy walkfrom BC shuttle. Call Marsha,
'
731-3674.
Experienced baby-sitterneeded two to rnree
evenings per week in Newton. Evening babysitter required tocare for our 7 yearold daughter and 3 year old son during the school year.
Approx.5:30 - 7:45 P.M. two or three days per
week. Occasional weekends availableas well.
$6-$7 per hour depending on experience. References required. Own transportation to our

7 BEDS...Single family house, 4 baths, 3
kilchens, porch, great Wallingford Rd. loca-

??\u25a0\u25a0
in - Located ACROSS THE STREET

Incredible new business opportunity and
Greek fund-raiser. Telecommunications infor yourdustry. Explosive earnings potential
your

Wanted: baby-sitter for second semester, to
care for 1 year old in Newton home. Car
preferred. Job sharing apossibility. Monday&
Wednesday 9:00-4:00pm. $7.00/ hr. Call Lisa
at 965-6769

closer

to

REALTY 738-1820
6-7 BKl)S.7r:e"ahiihgfoffßn. multi-level, ultra
modem townhouse! 3 baths, parking, huge loft
room, 2 kitchens, awesome p1ace!...54,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
AT HOME

6 BtiUS...Comm. Aye.house nearChiswick.
All new modem kitchen, 2 baths, porch, yard,

working fireplace,

a beauty...s3,soo.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS...Ayr Kd. at Cleveland Circle. Newly
renovated with huge modern kitchen, large
bedrooms, full basement, spacious, location !!'...52,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BLUS...C'hiswick Kd., Renovated house,

painted & clean, multi-levels, huge rooms,
parking,greatBC place,on theshuttle...s4,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
S~BEUS...Very desirable BC house on
Leamington Rd. Lots of space in a super
location. 2 baths, 2 parking, ultra modem
kitchen, plenty of room for up to 8 lucky
people. Spacious with charm!...s4,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 liLDS...StrathmoreKd? atßeacon St. Beautiful luxury rehab withallnew modem kitchen,
2 ful baths, extra spaciousand ready!.. .$3,200.
AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820
5 Bf.US... 1 he heartot ClevelandCircle! Huge
eat-inkitchen, full basement, extralargerooms,
one of the best BC buildings and loca-

1

tions!...s2,ooo.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 HrIJS.. Beautifulbuilding on CollisionKd.
Modemeat-in kitchen, working fireplace,lots
ofspace, just renovated, looks great!. ..$2,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 ULDS...txc!usive luxury townhouse on
Cummings Rd. 3 baths, washer & dryer, fire-

places, alarm, yard, A.C.. w0w!...52,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

5 BKDS...r'osterSt. Walk toclass! Cheapests
bedroom apartment in town. Large house,
parking, a steal at $1,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS...IUU%brand new, never been lived
in! This place is awesome and can onlybe seen
with us. Jacuzzi,fully applicancedkitchen,
tons of parking, central A.C., 2 baths, huge

bedrooms. srealßC location. Hurry!...s3,loo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

5 HhlXY..Secondand third tloor ot beautiful
house! New kitchen. 2 new baths, cathedral
ceilings, parking, spotless, practically brand
new.

Great deal, nice area...52,700.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4BKDS...SutherlandKd. Absolutelygorgeous
with tons of detail. Justrenovated a year ago.
All modem with extra large rooms, sunny,
cheerful, all the bells and whistles. Truly a

beauty...s2,2oo

AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820
4 BLDS...StrathmoreKd. at ClevelandCircle.
4 bed units availablein a nice
brownstone. Porch, eatin kitchen, parking in
and out, sunny and clean, crawl to Mary

Two identical

Ann'5!...52,200.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BLDS... he largest and nicest 4 beds are at
Comm. Aye. and we've got 'em!
won't
best
location,
Gorgeous,

1
1705-1711

REALTY 738-1820

1a5t...hurry!...52,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bhl)S...hxclusive through us only! I68U6X2 Comm. Aye. Totally renovated and extra
huge! One of the best BC buildings. Modem,

!

The Best Movie
Of The Year!

sunny, awe50me!...52,00042,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

4BLDS...Moreexclusives! 1653-1661 Comm.
Aye.Huge rooms, very modem, onthe shuttle,
full of BC people, very desirable location !...$!,900-$2,300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

4" BEUS...Ciiant selection on Cummings &
Egremont Rd.2 baths, large kitchens,porches,
parking, super nice, super cheap!...s 1,600.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
3~ BEDS...Besrtieai in town! bgremont &
Cummings Rd. extra large & cheap! Sunny &

PtTtRTRfIVtRUOLLIIIGITOnC

m0dem...51,275.

AT HOME REALTY738-1820
3 BEDS... 1653-1661 Comm Aye. bnomious
rooms, best BC building. Always gone early
so hurry lor this super BC pad!...SLBOO.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEUS...I u 32.iy42. and l uso Beacon St.
Best Cleveland Circle building. Nice, clean
units, 2 baths, large rooms, great selection.
Hurry!...sl,4oo-1,800.
AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820
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3 BEDS...TOO
to list! Sutherland Rd.,
Town Estates, Gerald Rd., Foster St.. South
St., CollisionRd. Beacon St., name it!
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
HUNDREDSMORE! No other rental olhce
can come close to whal we will oiler you. See
yoursell why AT HOMEREALTY was voted
B.C.'s #1 apartment source. At Home Realty
rents greatplaces. At Home Realty 738-1820.
At Home Realty rents great places. At Home
Realty 738-1820. At Home Realty out-rents
Great Places. Infinity.
AIT bNTION SOPHOMORES!!! SbPT'bMBER 1997 HOUSES, APARTMENTS, AND
CONDOMINIUMS,ARE AVAILABLE TO

BESEENANDRENTEDHGREATPLACES
REALTYHAS ANYGREAT PLACES FOR
ALL OFYOUR OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
NEEDS!!! GREAT PLACES HAS THE
MOST LISTINGS AND THE BEST
EXCLUSIVES! GREATPLACES REALTY
RENTSGREATHOUSES.GREAT APARTMENTS, AND GREAT CONDOMINIUMS.
CALL US NOW FOR THE BEST AND
GREATESTSELECTIONOFSEPTEMBER
1997LISTINGS. GREATPLACES REALTY
RENTS GREAT PLACES!!
TWELVE BED Great value lor the dollar.
Walk to South Street from this 12 bed, 3
kitchens. 3 living rooms, 3 bathrooms,porches,
great location. $400+ per person.
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TWELVE BED MIT would certainly love to
call this house a frat but it is BC territory. Huge

rooms, two kitchens,bathrooms galore, washer/
dryer, parking, and shuttle right out front,
makes this house a great place. $425 per per-

son.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

TEN BED EXCLUSIVE! One ol the best
houseoff-campus! Completely renovated, two
brand new kitchens, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces, loft,
hardwood floors, washer/dryer,parking, $460-$475 each. Good tenants only!
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY964-8900
NINEBLDUreattownhousesnear Chanskys,
new hardwood floors, modem kitchens, exposed brick, parking available, $425+ per per-

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

NlNfc BED Located nearChansky s in a two
brownstone in quiet neighborhood.
Hardwood floors, 2 modem baths, 2 modem

family

kitchens, Jacuzzi's, parking $400-$450 each.

GREATPLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
N INTTTiFTJUfeailocation near Cityside-lots
of bedrooms, hardwood floors, Ig. ultra modem eat-in-kitcliens.dw/disp.Cityside living in
the Circle! $385+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY964-8900
EIGHT BED Walk to BC, Big apartments in
a 2 family house. El cheapo per person, $350+
each. With this deal of a house there will be
plenty of $$$ left overfor the meal plan!!
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EIGHT BED A bnsk walk to BC and the
shuttle
South St
for those athletic types! Like
a fraternity - although wall bashers are strongly
discouraged - $350+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SLVhIN BLU Great house tor great tenants,
off Sutherland Rd. in quiet neighborhood,
beautiful floors, three renovated bathrooms,
two kitchens, parking, laundry 5425-5475 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED EXCLUSIVE! Wonderfullystunning sky lighted loft duplex inpristine house
off
block Comm. Aye., designerkitchen

1700

and 2 baths, living room, dining room, fireplace, yard, parking, laundryand much more!
High on the hill, justlike a Swiss chalet!
Guaranteed to please Mom & Dad. $475+
each.
GREATPLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
luxury! This house is oil the
1600 block Comm. Aye, wall to wall carpet,
two modem kitchens, 3 baths, washer/dryerin
[he apartment, central a/c. parking, S4OO-5475
SIX BED Livein

each. Only for the discriminating!!

GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BLUA stone s throw from a slice ot pizza
at Bluestone Bistro. Renovated and new this
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brick townhouse is just what the doctor ordered. Hardwood floors, carpet, 2 kitchens, 3
baths, parking, $425-$475 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
SLXBEDEXCLUSIVE! Hveminutewalkto
BC Main gates. Located in the heart of Chestnut Hill. Beautiful duplex in a 2 family, huge
modem kitchen, 2 baths, fireplace, laundry,
parking. Quiet tenants only!! $425-$475 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED EXCLUSIVE! Turn ol the century Edwardian manor house, ballroom, 2 designer baths, 20 ft. ceilings,European kitchen
with balcony, fireplace, skylighted loft bedroom with spiral staircase. Quiet tenantsonly!!
$2850.

GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREATPLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED EXCLUSIVE! Single family attached townhouse, two floors, 2 beautiful baths,
all while modern kitchen, cathedral ceilings,
fireplace, central a/c, laundry, parking, take
the T or drive to BC. $500 each. Beautiful
space.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED 1800 block Comm. Aye. Great
condo with two baths, huge amountsof space,
like having your own house, parking etc.,

19

THE HEIGHTS

FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! oil Chiswick
Road, large and spacious, modem kitchen and
2 baths, fun and funky, unique condo, great
steal of a deal, $ 1800-S2OOO.
GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOLK BEL) Near Cityside Kestaurant.
hardwood floors, modem kitchen, modem
bath, great location, parking available
$2300.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOLK BED Walk to Chansky's! Nice apartment in good condition, good size bedrooms,
hardwood floors, porches and parking,$ 1600+
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EUUK BEL* Near Chansky's, cheap steal ot a
deal! Newly renovated, huge apartments, two
baths, parking, all student building! $1700.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE!! Very cute, very
modem and very sunny condo near Bluestone
Bistro, top floor, parking, laundry, $1400-$l6OO.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE!! Designer hv:
ing incharmingBack Bay style townhouse, on
BC shuttle and T, exposed brick, 2 baths,
gourmet designer kitchen, yard with patio,
garage, living room, dining room, fireplaces,
very cozy and unique! $2800.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREEBED EXCLUSIVE!! bxtraordmary,
unique, sumptuous and luxurious, 2 apartments available in Cleveland Circle mini mansion. Architectural Digest living in the most
luxurious apartments anywhere! Beautiful and
exquisite details. Only for the connoisseur!
Great location. Cleveland Circle! $475-3550
each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

$2300.

GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED Come on down! to Cityside'. ureat
apartment in brownstone on a great location.

Steps from Mary Ann's and the Circle. Great
kitchen with exposed brick! $400+ each.
GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREATPLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Oft Comm Aye,
beautiful house, alarmed, new floors, beautifully modem kitchen and bath, laundry, very
sunny, porch, parking, exquisite $2400.
GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREATPLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EUUK BED Lovely condominium in house.

Beautiful floors, ultra modem kitchen and
bath, pristine condition, laundry,parking, walk
to shuttle at Chansky's. $400+ each.
GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Huge Victorian
condominiums on 1600 block Comm Aye.
large living room, modem kitchen, with dw/
disp. hardwood floors, greatbuilding,parking,
$410+ each.
GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREATPLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

THREE BED ! luge iclorian condo in popular student building near Chansky's, biggest
living rooms anywhere, alarmed, modern
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, deeded
parkins, a deal! $375+-s4so+
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! lop floor o!
house near Greycliff dorm, large living room,

porch and sunroom. parking.
quiet tenants only. $400-$450
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED Ultra luxury living in contemporary townhouse style apartments. For the
discriminating palate only! Located off the
1600Block Comm Aye. these duplexes offer
the best of all modem amenities, wall to wall,
central a/c, fireplaces, Jacuzzis, garage parking, $1800-$2OOO Quiet and serious tenants
only.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THESE ARE JUST SOME OF OUR
RENTAL OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER 1997. CALL US NOW FOR THE
BESTOFTHERESTOFWHATS AVAILABLEFOR YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!! GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT HOUSES, APARTMENTS, AND
CONDOS!! SEE WHY THE COMPETITIONIMITATES GREAT PLACES. WE
OFFER THE BEST AND MOST COURTEOUS PROFESSIONAL AND RELIABLESERVICE.CALLUS TODAY!! WE
ARE LOCATED TWO BLOCKS WEST
OF THE BC MAIN GATES, AT THE
CORNEROFMANET ROAD AND COMMONWEALTH AVENUE.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AYE
CHESTNUT HILL

now for current listings and
to see apartments. Ask for Sara or Lex 232-

~

dining room, eat-in-kitchen-porch, laundry,
parking, good tenants only! $2000.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! (Jreat apartment in 2000 block Comm. Aye! Modem
kitchen and bath, top floor, elevator building,
$1675.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900

i HKEEBED Ureat apartment in condo building near Greycliff dorm, modem kitchen and
bath, hardwood floors, porch and laundry.
Walk to school $1650.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE lop floor in
elevator building near South St., modem
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, sunny,
laundry, $1675.
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED Dynamite three bed near 2000
block Comm Aye. great kitchen with washer/
dryer, hardwood floors, good size rooms, perfect for four. $1 800.
GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Near Bluestone Bistro, on Chiswick Rd.. ultra luxurious
condo. new wall to wall, beautiful kitchen with
ceramic tile floor & washer/dryer, beautiful
new bathrooms, a/c, parking, $ 1 900.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! On Chiswick
Rd. in brownstone. pristine condition, great

-2255.'

Sept. Apts

BAY REALTY
782-6666
REALTY RESOURCE ASSOCIATES
INC., 617-730-5300 SEPTEMBER '97
RENTALS We are the best source for BC
students on apartments, houses, or condo rentals. We have the best selection and largest
apartments available within walking distance
to BC, the T, or shuttle bus. Don't wait until
next year, call us today and make an appointment, or come toour office in Allston at 1340A
Comm Aye. Tel. 617-730-5300. WE'RE
OPEN 7 DAYS!
Sept Best Selections
782-6666
BAY REALTY
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES, 1nc.731-0101
THE BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT
HOUSING SPECIALIST
Attention Sophomores: Discounted fees,
today
Call
for best selections, Don't miss
our!!! Crosby Rd, Algoquin, South Street,
Foster St, Gerald St., Southerland,
Strathmore, Cummings Rd., CALL NOW
FOR YOUR SELECTIONS!!!
12 8K... beautiful bnck house on shuttle bus.

(617) 964-8900
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THE BEST SEPT '97 RENTAL
SEASON IS HERE. Bay Realty's 14th
year at Boston College: Now is the time to
rent that apartment or house you want to live
in next year. Don't wait! Remember, Big
houses/apts. will be gone by December. We
are BC's largest rental agency and have the
most exclusive listings in the area. Tell us
what you want and we will get it for you.
We specialize in large groups and we will
pick you up on campus to view apartments
or houses. Call 782-6666 ask for Ken
Glass, Mgr.
METRO REALTY CORP. has the nest oil
campus rentals. Some houses have already

2 Kitchens, 4 Baths, Lots of Charm, Best
money can buy. ..sBooo.
T2 8K... Whole house, 2 Full Kitchens, i
Baths, 5 Mins walk to Shuttle Bus. Typical
Frat House, DON'T MISS OUT, PARTY
PEOPLE!. ..S7BOO
10 BR...Stunntng 10 BK on Shuttle, Brand
new D/D. 4 Full Baths, Skylights, Beautiful
kitchen, lots of parking...s7ooo.
8 BK...Beauttrut whole house, quiet street, 2
Full kitchens, 5 mins walk to campus, lots of
parking, CALL NOW $4000,
6 BK...Chiswick Kd., Ultra modem, I Full
Baths, Good for 8 people. Plenty of park-

ing...s3soo.

in building, UltraModern Cable TV, 3 Full Baths .$2500.
5 BK...bxtra large, in Cleveland Circle, hardwood floors, 2 full baths, parking available $2600.
b 8ED...0n a quietst. larger, modem, kitchen,
good for 6 people, heat and hot water in-

6 8K...U11 shuttle bus.

""

cluded...s2soo.

Your homework
just got easier.

FOUR BED Near Sutherland Kd, lour beds,

living room, eat-in-kitchen, modem bath, all
student building, $2000-$2200+.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
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Tough homework problems are no match for the new
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Mathematica 3.0. Use

it as easily as a

calcula-

computations only Mathematica can handle.
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ou can even so 've problems directly from your textbooks
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studies nightly to
answer your questions)
CD's, |
Buy, Sell, &
(Jonas

| We

Trade
Tapes, LP's, 45's
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New, Used, Rare, and Vintage
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10% OFF your entire
purchase with this ad
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biology, psychology, or any other field of study where calculation
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required, Mathematica for Students is well suited for your needs. Less sophisticated

Mathematica for Students gives you exactly the same power and functionality as
our professional version, preferred at leading corporations, universities, and

m
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government organizations worldwide. Visit your

Wolfram Research

at:

local campus bookstore or call

1-800-943-9626 ids,
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WOLFRAM
Organize a small group
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Travel Freel

\u2605Jamaica \u2605Cancun
\u2605Bahamas \u2605Panama City
\u2605South Padre \u2605Daytona
Call for Free Info Packet I

1-800-426-7710

Lowest Prices Guaranteed
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technical software programs only offer limited, stripped-down student versions, but
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in engineering, calculus, statistics, finance, chemistry, physics,

I 1410 Beacon Street, BrookJine, MA I
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http://www.wolf ram.(om/edu(ation/<np
Mathematka lor Shidenls is available to oil currently enrolled full-time students. Student identificolion required. Mathemaka tor Swdenis is available on Microsoft Windows, Macintosh, ond Linux
Academic discounts are available for professional versions of Mcrf/iemcnccr on all personal computers, workstations, and supercomputers Lab and site programs are also available
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4 8R...1n House,Ultra Modem, Wall toWall,

call away. We will pick you up and showyou
the largest and bestselection of greatBC off
campus places. Call Greenline Realty at

ably holds 11 people. Modemkitchen & dishwasher, washer/dryer in the apt. (not coin
operated). Has a full dining room, Spread out

drop in! Read about our great listings below...
15 BEDS.-.Beacon St. (Near Store 24). Kent

WE REPEAT, ALL UTILITIES ARE INCLUDED!!! (heat, hot water, and electricity)
Will be gone in a matter of day5...54200.
6 BEDSTXooI 6bed on the Right ot South St.
Easy walkingor biking distance to BC (unless
you aresuper lazy). So nice, we won"t rentit to
BU students. To cheap to list-$2700.

617-731-5434.

people $2400.
4 BR...Beautiful,In' House, Lots of Sun, Modem Kitchen and Bath, Washer & dryer, Plenty
of Storage. Minutes to school, Good for 6
pe0p1e...52200.
4 BK...bxtra large, hardwood floors, completely redone, bay windows, modern kitchen
* and bath, on shuttle,great view, manyavailable...s2ooo.

all 3 floors of this soon to be renovated build-

ing. 3 kitchens, 6 baths and large rooms..better
view than the Top of the Hub...52600 each
floor.

liston Kd. Kent the wholehouse!
Totallyredone and gorgeous! 4 baths, parking,
gigantic rooms, 2 new eat-in kitchens, and
porches. Monster!...s6soo or $3300 each side

14BEI>S...CoI

4 BK.-Un Comm. Aye., Ulandge House,

Working Fireplace, Parking, parking...slBoo.

(7 beds).
12BEDS.?WallingtoniKd.House...absolutely
huge! Step to the shuttle from this massive
abode! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multi-

4 8K...1n house, Brand Newkitchen and bath,

Hardwood firs, porches, parking, 3 units availCALL NOW FOR YOUR
able,
GROUP...SI7OO.

bathrooms, more! $7400 all utilities included.

4 BK.,.kxtra large, Modem kitchen and bath,

2 full baths, porch, laundry, on shuttle bus,
$425 per person.. $1700

(Home of Pete the Greek).
11 BEDS...modern townhouse onComm Aye.
great space & location...live like a Bostonian!
$6400 or $2200 each level (two 4 beds, one 3
bed)
1U BEDS...NewIy remodeled mansion on
Chiswick! Breathtaking detail...by appointment only! $7000.

3 BK..Un shuttle,large, hardwood floors, mod-

ern kitchen, 0n1y...5900

3 BK...Across from school, In house, Modern
kitchen, 1& halfbath, plentyof parking. Good
for 5

pe0p1e...52250.

3 8R...0n Comm. Aye. On shuttle,LI X, LVD,
Hardwood F100r5...51700.
J8K...1n I ownestates, W/W, Modernkitchen.
DAD, 2 full baths, parking, swimming pool,
cable TV, plenty of storage, walk to

9^T0?BEUS...Legendary ?house on
Kinross.-.Otis Day & the Kniahts favorite
place to play.. $6200

V BfcUs...Couldn*task tor a better location. A
4 1/2 and a 5 bedroom apartment right around
the corner from Mar) ArmY Accessible (o the

school. $1450.

1

3 BK...hxtra large, on shuttle bus, Hardwood
floors, modem kitchen and bath, porch, prkg

available, laundry, only $325 m0nth...51375.
LOTS MOKE AVAILABLE!!! CALL
NOW 731-0101 LOCATED AT 1694
COMM. AYE.
The most Sept houses

BAY REALTY

782-6666
Greenline Realty has the apartments and
houses that you want... It is only a

phone

C and D lines and the BC shuttle. Huge park
with basketball and tennis courts at the end of
the street!...s23oo
»

BEDS...The heart ot Cleveland Circle! Incredible location, incredible price! Two four
bedroom apartments, one on top of the other,
directly across from the CitvMde Bar & Grill.

$2500and$l700!!!

BBEDS...c4bedonWalhng.ordKd.Aliwecan
say is that their ain't nothin' better. Comfort-

4 BED'S...;* mack dabon StrathmoreKd., Beautiful brownstone... superb uniquedetail, parking inc. Don't miss this one $2300.
4 BEUS?Creat home on (Jerald. Suburban
feel...two seconds from the city! Maybe some
parking; inc. This apartment is so close to
campus you will have to think of new excuses
to play hooky, and only $2300
4Bi.US...Comm(inwealthAye. Location, location, location!!! Plenty of space... cabin fever is impossible with a living room like
this...yoursfor the low price of ~.$2lOO.

3BEDS...C.tysideatCievelandCircle...Block
them anywayyou like...we only have a few left
so don't delay...this could be your happy hour!
din cheap. $1600-51900 (good for up to 5).

posal. Cityside. Pino's, C line, D line, BC

THE APARTMENT MARKET

The best and most exclusive listingsfor
SepL-97 Rentals. 254-2900 Sophomore
Eagles, Call us today. We'll pick you up
on punpus and show you the best
selection of any large houses , condos and
apartments for any size group and
budget Discounted fees. Save $$$ with
the Apartment Market254-2900. $50 off
per person on fee.
14B£U...Cleveland Circle, wholehouse great
lor parties, 2 kitchens, 4 baths. Parking,

56400.00.

The Apartment

Market254-2900 or
254-RENT.

Aye, South St./Chansky's, $1500-2200,good
for groups up to8 people. Rent 1,2 or 3 units
next to each other.
TheApartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT.
4 BEDS... in houses, great space, some with
fireplaces and basements for private parties,

$2000+

The Apartment Market254-2900

254-RENT.

or

J BLD... on Orkney, ultimate luxury unit with
Fireplace/2 levels, good for 4 or 5 people,
$2100, heated.

The Apartment Market254-2900 or
254-RENT.

J BED... Strathmore and Comm.

Aye.in

house,

living and dining room/Elk laundry in unit.
Beautiful $1700.00.
The Apartment Market254-2900 or
254-RENT.

8 BfcDS... StrathmoreKd, I rarmlyhouse. All

J-4BLDS... Clandge House,ott campus B.C.
Dorm on shuttle $ 1800.00.
J BEDS... Cummings and bgremont, best
deal, large and cheap great units, some with
porches, 1/2 fee on the these units.
The ApartmentMarket254-2900 or

The Apartment Market254-2900 or
254-RENT.

3-4 BEDS... Many more too numerous to list.
Town Estates, Beacon, Comm Aye, South and
Lake Streets, Chiswick, Chestnut Hill Aye.

108K1>... Chiswick and Comm Aye, Huge,
Just Renovated, 3 Baths, 3 levels. $5300.00.
The Apartment Market254-2900 or

8.C., 3 Baths, Huge kitchen/deck, parking,
$4400.00.

6 Btu... south St. Ihe best unit availabletor
the market. Fireplace, 21/2
baths/3 levels of parking. Designer kitchen,
more for quiet reserved living. Call today,
won't last.
The Apartment Market254-2900 or

254-RENT.

S 8H.U... townhouse, ultramodern, deck,
alarm, parking, $2900.00. Many other 5
BEDS from $1800-3000.00. Call us for details.

Double Bedroom! 1863 Commonwealth Aye.

JuSt in

Aye at

B.C. Students on

hot water,...too much

information...going to explode!!! $1350.
GREENLINE REALTY
1956 Beacon St at Cleveland Circle

(617)731-5434.
The preceding is just a sampling ot what
we have.. Many more exclusive listing..
We are the Baskin Robins of BC
apartmentrentals!!!!!
ROOMMATE NEEDED for One Huge

of Chestnut

254-RENT,

2 BEDS...Commonwealth Ave..,All modern
porch, heat inc. & laundry. Cute, cozy, & only
$1600 (perfect for 4)
2 beds?Sutherland Kd...What more do you
want? Everything modern, dishwasher + dis-

shuttle, heat,

at

Circle. Parking available. RENT NEGOTIABLE! Bus and T stops right outside
door. 2 mintues to campus. House with 15 BC
students, all nice. Room fully furnished.
Washer/dryer, 2 kitchens, 4 bathrooms. Call
Andy at 782-2686.
land

over 3 levels. Has an outside deck, and ALL

The Apartment Market254-2900 or
254-RENT.

254-RENT.

Callthe Apartment Markettoday 254-

-2900 or 254-RENT. We'll pick you up on
campus and show you the best available
listing and give you and your group great
unpressured service. Our goal is to find
you the best place within your budget
Save $50.00 off fee per person. Some
units 1/2fee.
Call today the Apartment Market254-

-2900 or 254-RENT.

subletterneeded ASAPtor apt. on Comm.
the T. $309 a month ht/hw
included.Avail until 9/1/97 Call 562-8275.
Walk tocampus, three bedroom, livingroom,
dining room, hardwood floors, modern eat in
kitchen, parking, & utilities included. Walk to
campus $2100. On Line Realty 731-5333
Seeking one female, own room, available
now, great roommates. $400 per month includesheat and hot water. Call Beth 914-967-0118.
Aye. Right on

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange
for 15-20 hours of childcare/household help.
Homesclose to B.C. CallNOW for and semester placement. Student Housing Exchange.
277-6420
W WW .SULCLSS.UKG free business education from the American Success Institute.

daSe

Entrepreneurship and real estate courses, articles, FAQ's. Retire rich in ten years. Also
French/Spanish versions.

you decide to buy
the books
this Semester.

Computers-Lowestpncestor students! INote-

books-PC's-Printers. Pentium NEC. AST, T.I.
Acer. 1-3 yr warrantys. Call for prices at 1email
-800-696-2309
or
to:

complete3@aol.com.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching basic conversationalEnglish in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For info, call: (206) 971-3570 ext. J50387.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to
$2000+/month. Worldtravel. Seasonal &fulltime positions. No exp. necessary. For info.
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C50387.
-

\u25a0

Modernkitchen, 2 baths, skylights in the BR,
washer&'dryer in unit,Parking,Fully Alarmed,
Best money can buy!! Good for 6

IMB Thinkpad 355CS

with

3

yr warranty.

___________o_L^
Spring Break '97 Earn a FREE trip and
CASH! Lowest prices to Florida, Cancun,
Jamaica, & CarnivalCruises. CAMPUSREPS
WANTED. Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-7007.

LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERon East Coast lookingfor Campus Rep
to promote Kodak SPRING BREAK trips
"Guaranteed"lowest package prices and best

incentives. You handlethe sales
we handle
thebookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau. Jamaica, S.
Padre, Orlando, & Key West. EARN BIG $$
AND/OR FREE TRIP(S) GREAT FOR
RESUME!!! 1-800-222-4432
***3U ShoppingDays Lett! Now is the time
toguarantee the lowestrates and best hotels
for Spring Break. Leisure Tourshas packages to South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, &
Florida. 800-838-8203.
SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. Best Prices, Best
Parties, GROUPDISCOUNTS. Space islimited, for free brochures. CALL TODAY 1...

...

-800-959-4SUN.

""?SPRING BREAK '97***CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, KEY WEST,
SOUTH PADRE, MARGARITA,PANAMA
CITY, DAYTON A! FREE "MEALS &
DRINKS" PACKAGE FOR DEPOSITS RECEIVEDB Y DECEMBER 20! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 8 OR MORE! TROPICAL
TOURS INC. @ 1-800-931,8687.
SPRING BREAK '97, CAMPUS REPS
WANTED. Earn

a

FREE trip and CASH!

Lowest prices to Florida, Cancun. Jamaica,
Bahamas & Carnival Cruises. Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-7007.
SPRING BREAK '97 US HEAVEN!!!

WAKE AND BAKE IN THE HOTTEST

DESTINATIONS-FREE
PARTIES!!!ORGANIZE GROUP AND
TRAVEL FREE LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE. 1-800-426-7710.

WWW.SUNSPLASH.COMSPRING
BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH

It's

-you want to

be"

RESORT 3 POOLS, I INDOOR POOL,
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR,
HOME OF THEWORLDS LONGEST KEG
PARTY. FREE INFO 1-800-488-8828.

W^^^NDPIPERBE^CON^M^^

Science Tutor: recent BC gradwith degree in
Biology! Tutor intro bio. genetics, organic,
labs, more. Reasonable fates. Free advice.

789-3658.
FOREIGN GRADUATE STUDENTS
needed for cross-cultural research. Business
or professional experience required. $ 100 stipend per two-hour session. 338-7140 for inlormation and application.
MIKE, PhEd. audenl, glasses, well built,
drives jeep, MetNYC Oct 11, Asian roommate or friend, please lax important, R.Barnett
Italian friend. 416-967-4778.
Garage Space Available through winter

months. Begiiiiini:: mincJi.tlelv.Car must be
stored for winter. SIOO per month, Newton
Center Call 617-527-5457.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for One Huge
Double Bedroom! 1863 Commonwealth Aye.
right atcomer of Chestnut Hill Aye at Cleveland Circle, l'arkiin: mailable RENT NEGOTIABLE! Bus and T stops right outside
cnxir 2 mi muesio campus. House with 15BC
students, all nice. Room fully lumished.
Washer/drvcr. 2 kitchens. 4 bathrooms. Call
Andy at 782-2686.
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My name is Tomen

111\u25a0 WlVilli

1

7

"

Tse, and I'm NIKE's Boston College student rep. It's my job to make cool things happen on campus, including this SportsPage, so if you wani to see something that's
not here, let me know. Use my e-mail address: tomen.tse@nike.com. . If you want to talk to NIKE HQ directly, use: sports.page@nike.com.
.
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TEAM BURNOUT
THE CHEBAS,
4 30 PM. PLEX CT 9
Who's on Ist vs. Chiefs,
4 30 PM, Plex CT 10
hurricaneSutherland
VS.

VS.BUMJUICE,

5 30 PM, PLEX CT 9
REVOLUTION VS. STIAMERS,
5 30 PM, PIEX CT 10
MAD SKILLS VS. SJS UWMEN,
630 PM, PLEX CT 10
16
Big poppas vs. Cyclones,
4.30 PM. Plex CT 9
Williams vs. Jets,
430PM PLEXCT 10

I
D SWEAT VS. TIDAL WAVE,
5 30 PM, PLEX CT 9
PACERS VS. HOGS,
5 30 PM, PLEX Ct 10
hoogidahs vs. hookah,
6 30 PM, Plex Ct 10
19
TEAM ARBUCKLE'S VS. BACKWOODS,
300PM, PLEX CT 9
STALUONS VS. JETS,
300PM PIExCT 10
THE RACKETEERS
VS.THEWALL.
4 00 PM, Plex Ct 9
Big poppas vs. tidal Waves,
4:00 PM. Plix O 10
da players vs. b-21,
SOOPMPLEXCT9

NIKE's
£

_m

30

MEN'S
AT WEST VIRGINIA.
300 PM

AT

I

Phatyacids

Pipelayers vs. WYD,

800 PM, Pt«
21

THE LAMBCHOPS,

PACERS VS. HOOGIDAHS,

7 00 PM, PLEX CT '0
RYMMMERZ VS. THE FIRM,

800PM.PLEXO9
20
Reunited vs. Toxic toast,
300 PM. Plex Cl 9
old

vs.

English

hickory,

400PM. PIEX Ct 10

CT.

THE RACKETEERS
TEAM ARBUCKLE'S,

23
HOOKAH VS. PACERS,
4 30 PM. PLEX CT 9
HOGS VS. D SWEAT,
4 30 PM. Plex Ct 10
Tioalwave
vs. Williams.
530 PM.PtEX CT 9
JETS VS. BW POPPAS,
5 30 PM. PLEX CT 10
CYCLONES vs. STALUONS,
6 30 PM. PIEX Ct 10
26
hurricane Sutherland
vs. The chebas,
300 PM. PlexCt 9

6 30 PM. PIEX O 10
THE LAMKHOPS VS. THEWALL.
7 30 PM Plex Cl 10
22
juice vs Mad Skills
430 PM,
9 '
STEAMERS
HURRICANE SUTHERLAND,
4 30PM PlEx C 10

bum
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THE FIRM VS. DA PLAYERS,
430PM PIExCT9
HOOSIERS VS. PHATYACIDS,
430 PM, PLEX CT 10
B-21 vs. trappers,
S 30 PM, Plex Ct 9
Backwoods
vs. Rymmmerz,
5 30 PM. PIEX CT 10

VS.

at 5 p.m
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WHO'S ON IST,
5 30 PM, Plex Ct 9
chiefs vs. team burnout,
530 PM. Plex Cl 10
bk; Blue vs. Revolution,
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phatyacids
vs uqa^oos
4 30PM Plex CT 9

Team arbucku's
VS. TRAPPERS,
4 30 PM PLEX CT 10
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THE RAOKETCERS

MAGNUMVS. RAGE,

430 PM, PLEX Cl 10
awb vs- Reunited,
S 30 pm, Plex Ct 9
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PLAYERS VS. RYMMMERZ,
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WYD VS. CHD INGUSH,
6 30 PM, PIEX Cl 10

5 30 PM Plex ct 10
THE WAU vs hoosiers,
630 PM. Plex Ct 10
The umbchops vs. B-21,
7 30 PM PLEX Ct 10
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win

over UNH,

the eventual

This year's BC Volleyball Team'is young, but talented Lee
predicts the team will be strong for the next few years.
Then it will be someone else's turn to shoulder the load.
James A. Cruber. Junior
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collects more than a million pairs of shoes at retail
outlets, community centers ?and college campuses?across the
country. The shoes then are ground into materials that can be
used to construct running tracks, basketball and tennis courts,
The program keeps tons of matter out of our nation's landfills. It
a so P' ov '^es a fitting way to pay homage.
Watch this space for details about where to find Reuse-a-Shoe
collection canisters around campus this spring.
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contacts

schedule games

Eagle Volleyball Team

Wk

Correspondent

\u25a0

to

Couple these duties with the demands of the sport (Lee
practices almost every day), and you've got a busy person

to SUODOrt your team

of worn-out athletic shoes in your closet
that deserves an honorable retirement. The duct tapeencrusted high tops you wore the first time you stuck big
brother's jumper back in his face, the running shoes that carried you over the river and through the woods for months on
end without a whimper?those puppies deserve more than
the usual Dumpster burial.
NIKE's Reuse-a-Shoe campaign gives you that chance. Each

responsible for finding practice sites at Power Gym
a ' so heads fundraising (or the team?meeting
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Eagles on a roll
From HOOPS, p. 24
Andy Bedard returned to his
early-season form by scoring
eight points. BC shot four-for-21 from beyond the three-point
stripe in the narrow win.
January 4: BC 80, Seton
Hall 64. The Eagles cruised to a
road victory in the contest,which
saw the team begin to break out
of a shootingslump (hitting 46%
from the floor and 60% on threepointers.)

"When

our

outside shoot-

ing started working, I knew we
were going to have a good night,"
said Jim O'Brien afterward.
"This [was] a good win for us,
especially to start a road trip."
The Eagles were able to
have their way inside against the
Pirates, which then opened up
the game for the outside shooters. The team also played solid
defense in holding Seton Hall to
38% field goal shooting. Only
star
freshman
Shaheen
Holloway's nine three-pointers
(which tied a Big East record
held by Ray Allen and BC's Dana
Barros) kept Seton Hall from
getting blown out.
January 7: BC 94, Syracuse 83. In a game featured on
ESPN2, the Eagles found them-

selves in

a

wild duel with the

Orangemen at the Carrier Dome.
After Jason Cipolla's threepointer made it an 8-5 'Cuse lead,

BC rattled off 20 consecutive
points and the contest looked to

be

a blowout.

However. BC again had difficulty putting the game away.
Despite Mickey Curley's 16 firsthalf points, the Eagles played
the young Orangemen even the
rest of the first half before allowingSyracuse to slowlycreep
back into the contest.
Led by Cipolla'and freshman Jason Hart, Syracuse cut
the lead to four points with just
over two minutes remaining, igniting the crowd 0f20,000. But
once again, BC had some magic
left for the waning seconds of a
game as Scoonie drained a three
and Curley got his only points of
the second half on a breakaway
jam as the Eagles again escaped
with a win, 94-83.

the pre-season Big East player
of the year. Boston College needs
Abrams' talents if they want to

were getting to ready to return to

Boston College for the second
the men's basketball

get anywhere.

semester,

team had some business to take
care of in South Bend, Indiana.
The Eagles, thanks to great
games by juniors Antonio
Granger and Duane Woodward,
picked the victory over the Fighting Irish. This moves their record
to 10-2 overall and 5-1 in the Big

points

(64-50).

Antonio Granger had the
best performance for BC. He
scored twenty points thanks to
hitting eight of his nine shots in
the game, including four 3-point
shots. Scoonie Perm also hit four
3-pointers versus the Irish to finish with twenty points. The Irish
were ab'.e to hold the Eagles'
leading scorer this season,
Danya Abrams, to thirteen
points.

The Eagles have a busy
week ahead of them with three
games. They play Georgetown
at 7:30 on Monday night at Conte
Forum. The game will be televised on ESPN.
On Thursday, night they
play at Fairfield, and on Saturday they take on UMass-Amherst
in the second annual Commonwealth Classic at the Fleet Center. Game time is 2 pm.
The game will also be televised on the local CBS Network
affiliate.

Tom O'Brien fields questions
From O'BRIEN, p.l
he was

promoted to offensive

coordinator

in 1991.
O'Brien said he was attracted to the football team's
possibility for success.
"I think the thing 1 have
looked for as a head coach is the
opportunity to win." O'Brien
said. "It's too hard to be in this
game and not to win. You're in a
school in a great city, and a school
in a good conference. And if you
win the conference championship, you're going to have the
chance to play for the national

championship."
At Virginia, he was one of
the team's key recruiters.
O'Brien recruited five out of the
last seven All-Americans to play
at Virginia. One of his key recruits was Chris Slade, now a
linebacker for the New England

Patriots.
O'Brien's offensive accomplishments during his tenure at
Virginia were extensive. This
past year, he helped lead them to
the Carquest Bowl against the
University of Miami.
His offense was considered
one. of the best in the Athletic
Coast Conference (ACC), and
the University of Virginia scored
320 points this season. With this
achievement, the Cavaliers became the first team in the history
of the ACC Conference to score
over 300 points in eight consecutive seasons.
This past decade, the team
won two conference championships (1989 and 1995), and made
four consecutive bowl appearances (1994 to 1997).

O'Brien said one of the reasons he has succeeded in coaching was his "understanding of

the game."
In addition. O'Brien added.
"I have leadership qualities. 1
think I have a sense of humor
that helps things. 1 take my job
seriously, but 1 don't take myself
seriously. I have studied the
game, and have a pretty good

RISHA G. HESS/HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR

Duane Woodward drives down the lane.

ON|»Lih|e'

p. 24

one of the most consistent players in the nation. It came to no
surprise that he was selected as

January 11: BC 73, Notre
Dame 61. While most students

East Conference
Boston College moved out
to a big lead by halftime (48-29),
because of their great shooting.
The Eagles shot 62% from the
field during the first twenty minutes of play. This hot shooting
included the Eagles making nine
out of thirteen 3-point shots.
In the second half of play.
the Eagles were able to increase
their lead to twenty one points,
but then, suddenly, their shots
refused to fall. They only shot
32% from the field as a team in
the second half. Notre Dame was
able to take advantage of the
Eagles' troubles in the second
half, but the closest they got was
narrowing the deficit to fourteen

THE HEIGHTS

FromCOLUMN,

working knowledge of the
game."
O'Brien said in the December 14 press conference that he
will make the best out of his
practice sessions with his team.
"We're not going to waste a
lot of time at practice. We're
going to get out there and we're

RISHA G. HESS/ HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR
press

at a recent

conference.

going to go after it. We're going
to practice hard. One thing that
we've always believed is that
you prepare to win. It just doesn't
happen on Saturday. You have to
practice the way you play. I know

those are all coaches' cliches,
but they're true. When you practice well, you can play well,"
O'Brien said.
In the weeks following the
press conference, O'Brien has
taken steps to prepare for the
1997 season. He enlisted the support of a coaching staff to work
with him. He named Tim Rose,
the former head coach of Miami,
Ohio, as his defensive coordinator. Moreover, AlGoden, former
Southern Illinois offensive coordinator and Virginia graduate
assistant, will handle "unspecified duties."
O'Brien feels very at home
at BC, he said.
"I have been around campus and am trying to meet as
many [people] as possible,"
O'Brien said. "Everyone is very
excited and upbeat, and we are
looking forward to the season."
"The reception I have received has been very gratifying
a lot of players come by and
...

individuallyand [I] get their
on things, and get a feel for
them, and let them get a feel for
me. I have probably met half the
team," O'Brien said.
O'Brien feels optimistic
about the players" response to
talk

lake

him, he said.

"The feedback at least from
the guys who came in is positive," O'Brien said.
In terms, of next season,
O'Brien isn't harboring any lofty
expectations, but he is looking
forward to a chance to have a
winning season.
"I think our immediate goal
is to have a winningseason. Once
we win six games, we will try to
win seven, and go from there.
We want to get back on track
down the road in four, five, or
six years we want to shoot for a
conference title
I think the
fans can expect a hustling team
that will play hard from the first
gun to the last whistle. We are
going to hustle and stay after
people. And we're never going
to give up. We are going to play
...

...

to

win."

REALTY

Third-Isthis O'Brien's last
year on the sideline for the
Eagles? He was on his way to
recruiting one of the best incoming classes in the nation for next
season. The Eagles will lose four
players to graduation this year.
Basketball experts say the Eagles
would have been ranked in the
nation's top 15 recruiting classes
for next year's season. On November 15, however. Boston
College Admissions rejected the
applications of two local players: Elton Tyler from West
Roxbury High and Jonathan
DePina of South Boston High.
The Office of Admissions allegedly did this after both athletes
were promisedscholarships. This
decision caused two other top
recruits who intended to attend
Boston College, Mike Bradley
and Adam Allenspach, to rethink
their decisions.
After a December 16 meeting with Father Leahy and Father Neenan, the University is
reconsidering the decision made
by admissions. Reports say that
Leahy has met with DePina and
his family to discuss the situation.
Now, if you are Jonathan
DePina, what do you do? Would
you really go to a place that promised you something, then rudely
slammed the door in your face,
and a month later tried to apologize by lettingyouin?This move
adds insult to injury. DePina
probably won't come here. How
many people our age have their
college acceptance published in
the newspaper for everyone to
see? Why does he need BjC? Especially when hehasßickPitino.
head coach ofKentucky, coming
to watch him play.
Jim O'Brien's record at
Boston College, both personal
and professional, speaks for itself. Just look at the teams he has
produced in three out of four
years. I am certain that O'Brien
would not be easy to replace.
Fourth-One of the many
reasons why the Eagles have
been so successful this season is
their great depth of talent. The
Eagles have a solid eight-player
rotation. Their current starting
lineup is Scoonie Perm and
Duane Woodward at guards,
Mickey Curley and Antonio
Granger at the forward, and
Danya Abrams at center.
Then you have Bevan Thomas, Andy Bedard and Keenan
Jourdon coming off the bench.
Thomas has some of the best
offensive moves on the team.
Sophomore Bedard hit the weight
room in the off season, and is a
lot stronger. He caught a key
pass in traffic in the closing minutes versus Syracuse last week.
Bedard also has one of the best
outside shots on the team.
Jourdon offers size and strength,
which will help on defense and
rebounding.
If the Eagles don't win the
regular season title in the BIG
EAST, it is not going tokill them.
In fact, the team that wins the
BIG EAST is not always the team
that goes the farthest in the
NCAATournament. But it would
be a well-deserved achievement
for a very talented team.
Peter Gerken, CSOM '98. is
the Heights Sports Editor.

731-5333
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Men's Ice Hockey Falters

The women's hockey team has struggled over the past three
weeks. Their only win came against Middlebury College on December 28. They won the game due to the superb play by Erin Magee In
the game versus Middlebury, she put the puck in the net five times.
Boston College won the game by the score of five to three. Christy
Nentwig was the winning goaltender.

Former BC Football Coach Tom
Coughlin in AFC Championship
Tom Coughlin, who headed BC's football program from 1991
through 1994 before leaving to take the same job with the NFL's
Jacksonville Jaguars, led his team to the AFC title game in only the
franchise's second year of existence. The Jaguars surprised Buffalo
and Denver in the team's first ever playoff games to set up their
matchup with New England on Sunday, January 12.
Coughlin's Jaguars also feature a trio of BC alumni, including
tight end Pete Mitchell, offensive lineman Dave Widell, and linebacker Tom McManus. All three players regularly contribute to the
team.

Wrestlers enter Sunshine Open
On December 28 and 29, the Boston College wrestling team
competed in the Orange Bowl Sunshine Open. Wrestlers who participated included Mike Odiotti in the 118-pound weight class, Matt
McKinley, John Breslin and Brad Costello at 126 pounds, Rasheed
McCreary at 134, Joe Dwyer, Eugene Swanzey and Ryan Freeman at
142, Todd Merrick at 158, Eustice Mita in the 167-pound weight
class, and heavyweights Bill Fennell, Pete Foley and Ryan Roller.
Winning matches were Breslin, Costello, Foley, Freeman, Roller,
McCreary and Mita.

Women's Hoops play Hoy as
BC's women's basketball team enjoyed a successful holiday
break, compiling a 6-4 record. The Eagles dropped three of four after
resuming play following the exam break, including close losses to
Toledo, Weber State and Clemson. However, BC rebounded to take
five of the next seven, topping Dartmouth 72-60 before dispatching
Big East foes Miami and Syracuse. The Eagles then gave nationallyranked Notre Dame a scare at Conte Forum before falling 61-57.
After dismissing Seton Hall on January 9, the Eagles traveled to
Georgetown, where they upset the Hoyas, 69-60. GU was 10-2 going
into the contest. Cal Bouchard tallied 22 points to lead all scorers in
the game, while senior forward Holly Porter added 15. BC now holds
a 4-2 mark in conference play, and is playing its best basketball of the

season.

Let Us Know How We're Doing:
Please E-Mail comments
about the issue or ideas forfuture
stories to peter.gerken@bc.edu and
james.gruber@bc.edu
Come write for the Heights
Sports Section and follow in the
footsteps of Mike Lupica, Bob
Ryan, and Mike "Theme Park"
McKenna. Meetings are every
Monday at 4:30 in McElroy 113.
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Jerry York
In the consolation game,
defensive breakdowns and overall poor play led to a 7-4 loss to
#8 Clarkson, who had beaten the
Eagles just 30 days before.
Clarkson scored three times in
one minute and 12 seconds, and
4 times in 4:06, leaving Boston
College dumbfounded. Taylor
and Mike Correia split time between the pipes, as they faced a
blitzkrieg of shots by Clarkson.
Brad Carlson had two goals,
while Tony Hutchins and
Brendan Buckley each scored

once.

NOTES: Coach Jerry York has
been named assistant coach of
Team USA in the World University Hockey Championship to be
played April 4 in Detroit. The
game is an all-star showcase pitting the best collegiate players
from USA and Canada against
each other
UMass-Lowell
wins the season series with BC,
2-1 With the win over UMassAmherst. Coach York passed legendary BC coach John "Snooks"
Kelly on the all time NCAA
coaching wins list. York, now
tenth on the list, has 502 career
wins behind the bench
Brian
Callahan is third in Hockey East
scoring with 20 points in league
play. He has 28 points overall
Brendan Buckley and Ryan Taylor each scored their first collegiate goals over this past semester break.
...

Upon returning to Massachusetts, the Eagles were greeted
by UMass-Lowell, including the
game winner. For BC, Ryan Taylor, David Wainwright, Chris
Masters and O'Leary registered
goals, while Correia made 32
saves in a losing effort.
Three days later, Boston
College finally got back on the
winning track, as they defeated
UMass-Amherst 5-4 in their return to Conte Forum. One day
after returning from Switzerland,
the three World Cup players fig-
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Welcome Back
Students!
Be Sure To Pick Up
Your UMass Tickets
As Soon As Possible

Women's Hoops
Wednesday vs
Pittsburgh @ 7 pm
Men's Hockey Saturday vs Boston University @ 7 pm

:

Women's Hockey Struggles

PHOTO COURTESY

ured in four of BC's five goals.
Jeff Farkas set up two goals, one
by Hutchins on the power play,
and another by Carlson.
Bellefuille and Reasoner also
contributed goals, as well as
team-leading scorer Brian
Callahan. Taylor, sporting yellow-dyed hair, played well in net
for the Eagles.
Boston College faces an
active week ahead. The RPI team
comes into town for a rare midweek home game Wednesday,
before a long awaited and heated
home-and-home against #4 Boston University. These next few
games are pivotal as BC tries to
establish itself in the HOCKEY
EAST, where they are currently
in fourth place. They would like
nothing more than to get hot just
as the meat of the HOCKEY
EAST schedule starts.

\u25a0

Speight, a sophomore defensive back, is leaving Boston College
to play at Hampton College, a Division I-AA school in Virginia. The
reason for Speight's transfer was that he believed he was wrongly
accused in the gambling scandal this past November. In the seven
games he played in this season, he had 35 tackles.

.

Speight Transfers to Hampton

saves.

;

On January 10, the Eagles added three more coaches to their 1997
staff. Jerry Petercuskie, who graduated from Boston College in 1975,
will be an assistant head coach. His duties will include being in charge
of recruiting and special teams. Mike London, the former linebacker
coach at the University of Richmond, will be a defensive assistant
next season. Jerry Rosburg will also be a defensive assistant. Last
season he worked at the University of Minnesota as a secondary
coach.

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Maybe it was the sub-zero
temperatures in Minnesota that
froze the men's hockey team,
both on and off the ice.
The Eagles lost both games
at Minneapolis in the Mariucci
Classic, then got handed another loss at UMass-Lowell. A
hard-fought victory over
UMass-Amherst was the only
thing that prevented BC from
going winless over the semester break.
The Eagles were without
the services of star forwards
Blake
Marty Reasoner,
Bellefuille and Jeff Farkas for
the three losses. They were busy
playing for Team USA in the
World Junior Championships
in Switzerland.
"Jeff, Marty and Blake
help all our other players." said
head coach Jerry York. "It was
a tough three games without
them because they're so integral to our special teams and
the differentparts of our game.
But even though we lost those
three games, the other players
had to play some different roles
for us, and that will benefit
them. It makes them all better
players."
BC (8-11-1,5-6-1 Hockey
East) went against some stiff
competition in the Mariucci
Classic, as the three other teams
(Minnesota, Clarkson, MiamiOhio) are all ranked in the top
ten nationally. The Eagles
opened the tournament against
the host team, University of
Minnesota, in front of a rowdy
home crowd.
Unfortunately, the #3
,

Football Team Adds Three More
New Assistants

ranked Golden Gophers were too
much for BC, as they prevailed
4-2. Toby Harris and Jamie
O'Leary notched the BC goals
while Greg Taylor made 26

:

By Drew Gallagher

,

Sports Shorts

,
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This week in Sports:
Men's Hockey update, p. 22
Sports Shorts includes
Women's Hoops, Women's
Hockey, &
Wrestling p. 23
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The future

is now for
the Eagles

4-0 January lifts Eagles into first

PFTER GERKEN
The time is now for Coach
O'Brien and the men's basketball team. There is no tomorrow.
The Eagles have a chance to do
something they have not done
before
win the Big East Conference Regular season title.
There are four reasons why
I believe Boston College has to
win the Big East this season.
First, the conference is weaker
than last season, and another
consideration is that this is Danya
Abrams' last season. He is the
Eagles' most talented player, and
he is needed if the team is going
to make a serious run this season. Finally, it is rumored that
this might be Jim O'Brien's last
year at BC, and the team will
probably neverhave better depth.
The last time the Eagles had
an opportunity like this was the
1993-94 season. This was a season that no true BC fan will ever
forget. Boston College defeated
renowned schools like Indiana
and North Carolina to advance
to the "elite eight" in the NCAA
Tournament. The Eagles almost
defeated Florida, who earned a
trip to the final four.
First-One of the reasons wh
Boston College now has such an
opportunity to be successful in
the Big East is that the conference is in a 'down' season. The
conference lost prominent players like Ray Allen, Allen Iverson
and Kerry Kittles to the NBA.
So far this season, Big East teams
have not won any major contests
versus other major conferences
like the South Eastern Conference (SEC) and the Big Ten.
Don't get me wrong. The
conference has a plethora of talent, but it is not as strong overall
as last year, at which time the
Big East arguably had the most
amount of talent of any conference in the nation.
Villanova came into this
past week ranked number eight
in the nation, and lost not once,
but twice in six days. One of
those losses was an embarrassment ?they lost to Providence
by 20 points on national television. Then on Saturday, they lost
to the Miami Hurricanes.
This season the conference
has no team that looks like it can
run awayfrom the pack. Through
Saturday, January 11, Boston
College had the best record in
conference play. The other top
three in the conference are
Villanova (3-2), Providence (3-2), and Connecticut (4-2).
Second-Unfortunately all
?

good things eventually come to
an end. This spring, Danya
Abrams will graduate, and will
most likely spend next year helping an NBA team win a championship instead of leading the
Eagles in Conte Forum. He is
one of the best athletes ever to
play on the hardwood at Boston
College. He is coming off a season in which he averaged 19
points a game. Abrams is also
See COLUMN, p. 22
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Sophomore guard Scoonie Perm drives through traffic to get to the basket against West Virginia last season.
By Jim Gruber
HEIGHTS ASST SPORTS EDITOR

Upon first inspection, the
holiday season looks to have
been almost everything head
men's basketball coach Jim
O'Brien could have wanted.
His team compiled a 5-1
record between December 21
and January 10, including a perfect 3-0 mark in conference
play, returned one of its top
players from a suspension, and,
coupled with losses by Providence and Villanova, could
boast of the top record in the
entire Big East conference
However, these Eagles do
not have the sound (or look) of
a team in the midst of prosperity. After escaping Conte Forum with a 65-62 win over Miami on January 2, O'Brien
called his team "lucky" to be
doing as well as they were.
According to star player Danya
Abrams, the Eagles'l6-point
victory over Seton Hall two
days later was "the first game
we have played well."
Indeed, with the exception

of their 42-point blowout of UNH
in the season's second game, the
Eagles have found "easy" wins
hard to come by. Still, a win is a
win, and while the Eagles have
not overwhelmed anyone, they
have been extremely effective.
Abrams has consistently led the
team in scoring and rebounding
while Bevan Thomas and Mickey
in roles as part-time
Curley
starters and bench players
have
sparked BC as well
to a 9-2 overall record, 4-1 in the
conference, and the 23rd spot in
both major polls.
So for thos-e who missed
SportsCenter while unwrapping
Christmas presents, here is a
game-by-game recap of Eagle
basketball during the holiday
break:
December 21: BC 92, Holy
Cross 76. The Eagles' first game
after a 12-day exam break featured
the return of point guard James
"Scoonie" Perm. Last season's Big
East Rookie of the Year showed
the effects of his long layoff as he
struggled early on. Holy Cross
took advantage of Perm's adjustment to keep the score close, trail?

?

ing only 48-40 at the break in
front of the fans in Worcester.
But the Eagle bench
led
by Bevan Thomas and Mickey
Curley, who combined for 16
points teamed with the steady
Abrams (who tallied 21 points
on the day) to push BC to a 64-48
lead midway through the second
half. Perm then heated up, finishing with 16 points, to put away
the Crusaders.
December 27: BC 63, Central Connecticut 53. Central
Connecticut gave BC a big scare
at Conte Forum, trailing only
55-53 before the Eagles scored
the game's final eight points.
BC's outside shooters, Antonio
Granger, Duane Woodward, and
Scoonie Perm all struggled from
the field, going a combined fi vefor-19 as the team itself shot a
meager 40%. However, Thomas
and Curley again gave the Eagles
a lift, teaming for 15 points in
the low-scoring affair. Abrams
again led BC with 17 points
and 12 rebounds, hitting on nine
of 12 free throws as BC avoided
a big upset.
December 29: Louisville
?

?

89, BC 85, 2 OT. The Eagles
traveled to Freedom Hall for their
toughest test of the year, playing
the then-16th-ranked Cardinals,
and gave everything they had
before falling. BC raced out to a
33-24 halftime lead before Louisville closed the gap in the second half, led by DeJuan Wheat.
The Eagles, who had five players in double figures, led by
Abrams' 23, were equal to the
challenge as the two teams
played through regulation and
one overtime tied up. But Abrams
fouled out and the Cardinals had
just enough left to outscore BC
18-14 in the second overtime to
come away with the win.
January 2: BC 65, Miami
62. It took a career-high 23 points
from junior guard Duane
Woodward for BC to avoid picking up a Big East loss at Conte.
The Eagles had to overcome a
three-point halftime deficit and
a quiet night from Abrams, who
was held to only six points in the
contest. Curley again played well
off the bench with 11 points, and
See HOOPS, p. 23

